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This report presents the results of the radiance and irradiance 
calibrations preformed on the TOMS FM-2 instrument at Perkin Elmer 
Applied Science Operation. The data was obtained during the 
validation tests performed over the April 28, 1991 to May 5, 1991 
time period. This report and the irradiance response verification 
report, design note 30053-21000-46, complete the data 
reduction/reporting requirements specified in "Radiance and 
Irradiance Calibration Procedure", #83-0050. 
SUMMARY 
The radiance and irradiance sensitivities of the TOMS are tabulated 
in table 1. The results obtained with FEL standard F-281 are 
actual while those computed for lamps F-239 and F-207 are for 
reference purposes as those standards were out of calibration at 
the time of use. The irradiance results were computed for the 
serial number 5 carousel surfaces, the flight unit, and the serial 
number 4 carousel surfaces, the flight backup unit. The data and 
resul ts are presented tabularly and graphically. The computed 
instrument sensitivities based on the radiance results are higher 
than those resulting from the irradiance data (see figure's 9 
a,b,&c). No quantitative explanation for this difference has been 
determined. The radiance data was obtained with the instrument in 
the NADIR detent while the irradiance data was obtained with the 
scan mirror rotated 90 degrees from NADIR to view the diffuser. 
The sensitivity plots show the pronounce effects of the instruments 
measured spectral bandwidth used in the computations. The radiance 
data, figures 5 a,b & c, are quite smooth. Sources of error in the 
calibrations include the normalized radiance, source lamp 
irradiance , diffuser BRDF, and geometry factors. These are 
discussed in the errors of calibration section included in this 
report. 
DATA REDUCTION 
Data reduction for the TOMS FM-2 Radiance and Irradiance 
calibration was performed according to "Radiance and Irradiance 
Calibration Procedure n document 83-0050 section 10. The following 
material elaborates on some details of the particular numerical 
steps involved in the data reduction procedure. 
I. Radiance Calibration. 
a. BRDF of BaS04 diffuser. 
The BRDF of a BaS04 diffuser was measured according to the diffuser 
calibration procedure # 82-0062 using the data sheets provided in 
83 - 0050. The measurements had been done for all wavelengths of 
interest at two points on the diffuser surface (point #3 and point 





















more areas were sampled at the long (380 nm) and short (312.5 nm) 
wavelengths (see data sheets). Each measurement was repeated 3 
times. In addition a full signal and dark current was measured 
before and after each wavelength measurement. The results were 
corrected for geometry factor and pulse pileup factors as described 
in DFM 30053-21000-44. These corrections were done at the time of 
final data reduction using new values listed in DFM 30053-21000-44 
(1) 
where y_msr is an observed value, t is a dead time, and y_corr is 
the corrected value. According to the eq. (1) a corrected value 
can be obtained by solving nonlinear equation. To resolve (1) it 
was restated as 
(2) 
where z is a ratio between corrected and observed values 
z=y_corr/y_msr. After correction is done BRDF can be computed as 
BRDF = g*{mean{y_corrFilter)-dc)/{mean{y_corr100%)-dc) (3) 
where g is a geometry factor. According to DFM 30053-21000-44 
t=0.95e-9 and g=78.7424. 
The final value for BRDF is taken as an average between the BRDF at 
the points number 3 and number 6. Fig. 1 gives BRDF (3), and BRDF (6) 

























b. The bandpass data (BW) were measured according to the test 
procedure #552960 and taken directly from the test data sheet. Fig. 
2 gives measured bandwidth as a function of wavelength. 
3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
BW{nm) 0.9400 1.0400 1.0000 1. 0200 1.0300 1.0600 
c. For each lamp used in the reflectance measurements (F-207, 
F-239, and F-281) lamp's spectral irradiance (H) was measured as 
described in report # 435/G-45254-86-900-502. To obtain irradiance 
at the desired wavelength a third order polynomial approximation to 
the PEL data was used. Fig. 3a shows irradiation curves obtained by 
such approximation. Fig. 3b gives relative approximation errors for 





















only for the lamps F-239 and F-281 since lamp F-207 lacks some of 
the data. The following are the original FEL data measured for each 
lamp (micro watt/cm2/nrn ) 
A (A) \ F-207 F-239 F-281 
2500 0.017 0.023 0.019 
2600 0.030 0.039 0.033 
2700 0.050 0.065 0.055 
2800 0.079 0.100 0.086 
2900 0.119 0.150 0.130 
3000 0.174 0.216 0.188 
3100 0.245 0.301 0.263 
3200 0.335 0.410 0.360 
3300 0.448 0.545 0.481 
3400 0.586 0.708 0.628 
3500 0.753 0.903 0.804 
3700 NaN 1.400 1.250 
4000 2.049 2.390 2.170 
The 3d order polynomial approximation produced the following FEL 
data for the wavelengths of interest (micro watt/cm2/nrn ). 
A (A) \ F-207 F-239 F-281 
3125 0.27 0.33 0.29 
3175 0.31 0.38 0.34 
3312 0.46 0.57 0.50 
3398 0.58 0.71 0.63 
3600 0.94 1.13 1.01 
3800 1.42 1.68 1.52 
d. Average normalized counts for each wavelength I (A) and for each 
lamp were obtained from the files RCL***. At each wavelength l(A) 
was measured at 4 independent sessions. Each session had 20 
independent measurements. For each session the average and standard 
deviation were computed. For reflectance calibration an average 
among session averages was used. Fig.4 shows l(A) for all three 
lamps as a function of wavelength. To demonstrate that the measured 
data were consistent from session to session Fig. 5a-5c show 
measured radiance at different session for each lamp. 
d. The resulted Spectral Radiance Sensitivity RS(A) was computed as 
described in calibration procedure 83-0050 
RS(A) = l(A)/(BRDF(A) -cos(F) -H(A) -aA- (A-O)) (4) 




















A = 0.262 cm2 
Q = (3x3 dg2 ) 
F = 40 dg 
Note: The value for the parameter Fused, 40 dg, differs from that 
listed in the Radiance and Irradiance Calibration procedure. The 
angle of incidence for the radiance and the irradiance calibrations 
was 40 degrees. The angle listed in the procedure, 50 dg view 
angle, is the incorrect angle to use in the computation. This 
angle has subsequently been verified (see appendix VIII) . 
Fig. 9 gives Spectral Radiance Sensitivity Rs as a function of 
wavelength A for all three lamps. The same data are listed in the 
Table 1. 
II. Irradiance Sensitivity Calibration 
a. To compute Spectral Irradiance sensitivity the BRDF value of 
diffuser surface at 0 dg pitch and 90 dg yaw need to be computed. 
This was done using cubic spline fit into reflectance data obtained 
in DFM 30053-21000-44 (S/N=5). Fig. 6a shows resulted fit for 
lambda=312.5 nm. Fig. 6b shows how Working Surface BRDF varies with 
X. Reference and Stow surfaces have similar curves. The following 
table presents the resulted BRDF at yaw=90 dg for each surface of 





























Subsequent to the launch of the instrument with the flight diffuser 
installed, serial number 5, some additional measurements were made 
on the carousel 4 diffuser to quantify the possible error using the 
spline fit procedure. The data and MathCAD analysis listings are 
included as appendix VII of this report. 
b. Irradiance counts were taken from the files ICR***, ICW***, and 
ICS*** for the Reference, Working, and Stow surfaces 
correspondingly. Bach value was obtained only once. Fig. 7a shows 
measured irradiance as a function of wavelength for all three 
surfaces of the Carousel # 4 when the lamp F-207 was used. 
Correspondingly, Fig. 7b gives measured irradiance with the lamp 
F-239, and Fig. 7c with the lamp F-281. To demonstrate how 
irradiance curves depend on lamp characteristic Fig. 7d gives 
spectral irradiance for the Working surface for all three lamps. 




















c. The Spectral Irradiance Sensitivity was computed according to 
the procedure 83-0050 as 
Ri(A) = I(A)/(BRDF(A) 'cos(F) 'H(A) .&. (A·a)) (5) 
with the same parameter values as listed above. Here I (A) is 
computed according to (II b) and BRDF(A) is computed according to 
(II a). Fig. 10a-10c present the resulted curves for the carrousels 
#4 with each lamp. The Radiance Sensitivity curve is plotted on the 
same scale. Relative difference between Radiance and Irradiance 
sensitivity for carousel # 4 is plotted in the Fig. 11. This plot 
is done only for the lamp F-281 as the only lamp with current 
calibration date. Figs 12a-12c and Fig.13 show corresponding data 
for the carousel #5 which is installed at the FM-2. 
All computations were done using MATLAB ver. 3.5h. Program and 
input data listings are attached. 
RESULTS 
The results of the data reduction are presented graphically in 
figures 1 through 13. Included for each graph are tabulations of 
the plotted material. The computed radiance and irradiance 
sensitivities are tabulated below for each lamp and surface. Data 
are in 1.0e+14 count/watt. Rs stands for Radiance Sensitivity, Iw 
- Irradiance Sensitivity for Working surface, Ir - for Reference 
surface, Is - for Stow surface. All surfaces are for the Carousel 
serial number 5. 
The values listed in table 1 are in units of counts/watt. These 
may be converted to Watts/ (cm"3. sr) per count by taking the 
reciprocal of the listed value and dividing by the A and a terms 
(values listed on page 5 of this report) making the appropriate 
conversion form degrees2 to sr. This value must then be divided by 
the bandwidth (in em) at the appropriate wavelength. 
Measured Radiance for the BaSo4 Diffuser (counts) 
Lamp F-207 
3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
--------------------------------------------------------
Sess#l 1998 2461 4059 5511 9736 14439 
Sess#2 1996 2460 4057 5505 9728 14419 
Sess#3 2011 2475 4080 5544 9792 14509 
Sess#4 1994 2463 4067 5522 9770 14505 
-------------------------------------------------------





















). (A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
-- - -- - -- --- ---- - - - - - --- - - ---- - - -------- -- - ---- ----------
Sess#l 2830 3469 5625 7573 13161 19194 
Sess#2 2812 3448 5598 7529 13080 19072 
Sess#3 2808 3439 5581 7508 13045 19030 
Sess#4 2833 3487 5658 7615 13242 19318 
-- --- - ------ - ---- ----- - - ----- - - - ------- ----- ------------
Aver 2821 3461 5615 7556 13132 19154 
Lamp F-281 
). (A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 












2456 3023 4930 6675 11673 17141 
2452 3013 4917 6655 11639 17095 
2449 3010 4918 6654 11630 17093 
2445 3015 4924 6660 11669 17148 
2450 3015 4922 6661 11653 17119 

















Measured Irradiance for Carousel 
in normalized counts with Lamp F-207 








Work 1691 2089 3471 4728 8443 12639 
Ref 1605 1986 3299 4495 8022 12002 
Stow 1675 2075 3451 4706 8396 12587 
Irradiance in normalized counts with Lamp F-239 
Surf\).{A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
--------------------------------------------------------
Work 2390 2945 4808 6504 11396 16754 
Ref 2266 2793 4561 6184 10823 15885 

























Irradiance in normalized counts with Lamp F-281 
Surf\). (A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3~00 3800 
- - - - - - - --- -------- - --- -- -- ---- - -- - ----- --------- - -------
Work 2071 2556 4203 5709 10083 14929 
Ref 1966 2425 3998 5419 9573 14161 
Stow 2053 2535 4177 5677 10028 14880 
Measured Irradiance for Carousel #5 
Irradiance in normalized counts with Lamp F-207 
Surf\). (i~.) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
- - - - - - - - ------ - - -- - -- - - -------- - - - -- - - - ------ - ----- - -- --
Work 1845 2278 3795 5158 9216 13755 
Ref 1822 2257 3756 5112 9134 13658 
Stow 1857 2296 3820 5200 9307 13896 
Irradiance in normalized counts with Lamp F-239 
Surf\).(A} 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
Work 2640 3252 5309 7170 12576 18482 
Ref 2612 3220 5264 7099 12462 18347 
Stow 2660 3274 5359 7229 12712 18689 
Irradiance in normalized counts with Lamp F-281 
Surf\).(A} 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
--------------------------------------------------------
Work 2262 2791 4592 6235 .11010 
Ref 2233 2760 4545 6172 10912 
Stow 2279 2811 4632 6279 11119 






















































Surf\A(A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
- - - - - -- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - ---- --- -.- ---- - - - - - --- - - --- - -- - - -- - --- - - - -
Work 1.7776 1. 6671 1. 8725 1.9750 2.1185 
Ref 1.6610 1. 5621 1.7588 1.8539 1.9976 
Stow 1.6929 1.6049 1. 8021 1.9010 2.0515 
Lamp F-281 
Surf\A (A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 
Work 1.7614 1. 6519 1.8582 1.9600 2.1001 
Ref 1. 6483 1. 5484 1.7499 1.8369 1.9796 
Stow 1.7055 1. 6153 1. 8198 1.9207 2.0654 




























































































































































































Errors of Calibration. 
The error bars at each frequency for the computed values are 
estimated as the following. 
We assume that all the measurements have independent unbiased 
errors. Therefore, according to the eg. (4) and (5) a square of 
relative error for the computed sensitivity is equal to a sum of 
the squares of relative errors for the members of the right hand 
side part of the equations (4) and (5). 
I. Radiance Sensitivity. 
The following is relative error computations for all members of the 
eg. (4) . 
a. Normalized radiance. 
Radiance is computed as an average of the measurements at 4 
sessions. Each session had 20 major frames 70 measurements each. 
Therefore, for each session an accuracy of radiance estimation is 
a~20·70 which is about 0.05% . However, radiance measured at 4 
sessions differ by about 1% which is much more than a value 
expected only due to the random measurement errors. This 
discrepancy reflects longer term variation that are due to lamp 
instability, temperature difference, bearing errors, etc. The 
longer term lamp variance is taken into account explicitly in the 
paragraph I-c. To be on a conservative side we attribute the full 
observed differences between measured radiance at four sessions to 
the causes other than the lamps. Therefore, radiance error was 
assume to be the largest between random measurement errors at one 
session and 1/2 of the max differences between 4 sessions. 
b. BRDF for BaS04. 
BRDF for BaS04 was measured at two points on the BaS04 plate. As a 
measure of error we take one half of the difference between the 
measured BRDF at these points. The resulted value is 1.22% 
c. Lamp FEL. 
The relative errors of calibrations for the lamps F-239 and F-281 
are provided in the corresponding Reports of Calibration 
(attached). Two types of errors: NIST Uncertainty and Transfer 
Uncertainty are provided for a range of wavelengths from 250 to 
2500 nm. To determine relative errors for the wavelength of 
interest we used linear interpolation in the relevant regions. 
Namely, the relative errors for the wavelengths 312.5 nm, 317.5 nm, 
331.2 nm, and 339.8 nm were approximated as 





















and for the wavelengths 360.0 rum and 380.0 rum 
e (A) = eo (350) + (eo (654 . 6) - eo (350) ) . (A - 350) / (654 . 6 - 350) (7) 
where eo() denotes error values provided in the report. Therefore, 
the total FEL relative error was computed as 
(8) 
To account for the errors in polynomial approximation (see Fig. 3b) 
an rms error among the frequencies of interest was used for all the 
wavelengths. According to Fig. 3b errors for F-239 and F-281 are 
very closed. Accordingly, the rms error value for the lamp F-281 
(=0.51%) as the most recently calibrated was used for all the 
lamps. 
The total uncertainty (in %) for the lamps are 
3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
err (%) 1.93 1. 89 1.77 1.69 1.59 1.56 
d. Bandwidth. 
There are no available data to estimate accuracy of the bandwidth 
measurements. Therefore, aAis regarded as absolute data. 
e. Area and Solid Angle 
These data are regarded as error free. 
The total error consists only of the errors in normalized counts, 
BRDF measurements, and lamp's FEL determination error. 
The following table presents uncertainty in Radiance Sensitivity 
estimation. 
Error of Radiance Sensitivity Estimation (in % 
Lamp \ A (A) 3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800 
F-207 2.3260 2.2713 2.1690 2.1190 2.0333 2.0088 
F-239 2.3342 2.3539 2.2560 2.2067 2.1413 2.1225 





















II. Irradiance Sensitivity. 
Analogous to the Radiance Sensitivity Irradiance Sensitivity error 
bars are computed by taking into account only Irradiance 
measurement errors and Carousel # 5 reflectance (BRDF) uncertainty. 
a. Irradiance for each surface was measured only at one session 
(20 frames 70 points each). Therefore, there are no data to 
estimate long term irradiance variation. It was assumed, that 
long term irradiance variation in % is the same as long term 
radiance variation estimated above in paragraph I.a. Again, 
the maximum between one session measurement error (uJV20'70) 
and a long term variation was used for error bar computations. 
b. Relative error in Diffuser Carousel # 5 was reported to be 
better than 0.3% at all wavelengths (Conclusion of DFM 
30053-21000-44). Accordingly, a value of 0.3% was used for 
total error estimate. 
Fig. 15 gives relative errors in Radiance Sensitivity 
determination for all the lamps. 
Fig. 16a-16c give relative errors for the Irradiance Sensitivity 
determination for all the surfaces of Carousel # 5 and all the 
lamps. 
To compare errors in Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity 
determination Fig. 17 p~ots them on the same scale for the lamp F-
281. 
The following table provides numerical values used for the listed 
above plots. Note, that estimation errors are the same for each 
surface. This is because lamp uncertainty, dominates other error 
terms. 
Error of Irradiance Sensitivity Estimation (in %) 
































I LAMP F-239 
Surf\A (A) 3125 
I Work 2.0106 
Ref 2.0106 
I Stow 2.0106 
LAMP F-281 
I Surf\A (A) 3125 















































































BRDF vs. A for the areas #3 and #6 of BaS04 diffuser 
Bandwidth vs. A from 552460 data sheet 
3d order polynomial approximation for the FEL Lamp data 
Relative Errors of FEL polynomial approximation. 
Average Normalized Radiance Count vs. A for all lamps 





Cubic spline fit into Reflectance data for all surfaces at 
A=3l2.5 nm 
The same as 6a but for all A for working surface. 
Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #4 with F-207 lamp. 
Fig. 7b Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #4 with F-239 lamp. 
Fig. 7c Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #4 with F-281 lamp. 
Fig. 7d Irradiance for working surface of carousel #4 for all lamps. 
Fig. 8a Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #5 with F-207 lamp. 
Fig. 8b Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #5 with F-239 lamp. 
Fig. 8c Irradiance for all surfaces of carousel #5 with F-281 lamp. 
Fig. 8d Irradiance for working surface of carousel #5 for all lamps. 
Fig. 9 Radiance Sensitivity for all lamps. 
Fig. lOa Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 
# 4 with lamp F-207 
Fig. lOb Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 
# 4 with lamp F-239 
Fig. 10c Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 
# 4 with lamp F-281 
Fig. 11. Difference between Radiance and Irradiance for carousel # 4 
(Lamp F-281) 
Fig. 12a Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 




















Fig. 12b Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 
# 5 with lamp F-239 
Fig. 12c Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity for all surfaces of Carousel 
# 5 with lamp F-281 














Relative Brrors of FBL Approximation 
Relative Brror of Radiance Sensitivity Deter.mination 
Relative Brror of Irradiance Sensitivity Deter.mination Lamp F-207 
Relative Brror of Irradiance Sensitivity Deter.mination Lamp F-239 
Relative Brror of Irradiance Sensitivity Deter.mination Lamp F-281 





















I. Test data sheet for 552460 (bandpass data) 
II. MATLAB programs and data listings 
III. Test data & file index sheets 
IV. FEL lamp calibration reports 
V. Calibration data for BaS04 diffuser 
VI. Test data listings for all data files (Volume 2) 
VII. Spline Fit Analysis 
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Cubic Spline Fit into Reflectance Data 
Carousel ser. num. 5 
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- - Reference Surface 
-.- Stow Surface 
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Carousel ser. nurn. 4 
- Working Surface 
- - Reference Surface 
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XlO14 Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-281 
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XlO14 Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-207 
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8.2 I Resolucion 
8.3 Accuracy 
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DATA SHEET c... 
-' 
DESCRIPTION Bandoass and ResoluCion 
/1,.,/.:;1 E /I;Zc,y,c:K?/( TEST OPERATOR DATE 12.-13-7Q 
/..2 -/3 
r---I I 
DATE -<JO 6.A 
TEST DESCRIPTION ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA RESULTS QA 
A 
3125 A 9 A CO 13A 9,'1 
3312 A 9 J.. co 13A /0,0 
3175 A 10 A co 13A /{),y I 
3398 A 10 A co 13A /0,2-
3600 A 10 A co 13 A 1/0,"3 
3800 A- I 10 A- co 13 A I/o.(p I I 
I 2 A or Beccer ltass I I 
3125 J.. ~1. 5 A -/; 5" I 
3312 J.. +1.5 J.. -a.~ 
3175 J.. +1. 5 .~ -0,(;;; I 
3398 A +1. 5 J.. 1-0,6 I 3600 A- I +2. 5 .~ I CJ,O 
3800 J.. I +2.5 J.. --I- /. S" I -
. - -




CODE IDENT NO. SIZE DATA SHEET ~E\ 
53110 A 552960 ~ -
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Table II. Wavelength 
Film strip 118 
Actual Bandwidth 
Wavelength 
3125 3123.29 9.38 
3175 3174.38 10.41 
3312 3311.47 10.50 
3398 3397.45 10.14 
3600 3600.00 10.32 
3800 3801.40 10.58 
Actual 
Spec. Wavelength delta 
3125 3123.5 -1.5 
3175 -3174.4 -0.6 
3312 3311.5 -0.5 
3398 3397.4 -0.6 
3600 3600.0 0.0 
3800 3801.5 1.5 
& Bandpass Summary 




... 3174.42 10.47 ... 
, 3311.48 9.56 
--f 3397.38 10.21 
~ 3600.05 10.27 










10.0 9.4 -0.6 
10.0 10.4 0.4 
-- ----
10.0 10.0 0.0 
10.0 10.2 0.2 
10.0 10.3 0.3 










































HATLAB PROGRAMS USED FOR CALIBRATION 
%%% fm cal2.m 
%% 
%%% summary of FM-2 calibration 
%% 
%% update version according to 10M from R.Haring 10/2/91 
%% 
%% added data from lost file .: Diff # 5, F-281, RCL320 
%% wavelenth in A 
L=[3800 3600 3312 3125 3398 3175]; 
%% sort wavelength in increasing order 
[L2,Lk] = sort(L); 
%% Irradiance values for different diffusers and different lamps 
%% IC •• files use aluminum diffuser 
%% there are two carousels #4 and #5 
%% (#5 is used for the flight set ) 
%% in each IC ••• file 
%% the first row corressponds to carousel # 4 
%% the second row to carousel # 5 
%% for all file .•• vc stands for std in % 
ICR 239 = [15884.94 10823.22 4561.26 2266.17 6184.45 2793.03 
18347.06 12462.14 5264.32 2611.68 7099.33 3219.51]; 
ICR 239vc = [0.65 0.79 1.17 1.69 1.02 1.50 
0.59 0.73 1.06 1.53 0.98 1.39]; 
ICR 281 = [14161.20 9573.21 3998.26 1966.34 5419.49 2425.09 
16174.20 10912.46 4545.24 2233.21 6171.66 2759.63]; 
ICR 281vc = [0.68 0.82 1.27 1.77 1.11 1.65 
0.66 0.79 1.19 1.66 1.02 1.52 ]; 
ICR 207 = [12002.47 8021.94 3299.45 1604.67 4494.60 1985.59 
13658.15 9134.19 3756.49 1821.66 5112.06 2256.75]; 
ICR 207vc = [0.74 0.90 1.36 2.04 1.22 1.75 
0.70 0.82 1.22 1.84 1.12 1.62]; 
ICS 239 = [16421.93 11160.46 4694.64 2330.63 6353.31 2874.90 
18688.70 12712.28 5359.47 2660.22 7228.92 3273.67]; 





















0.59 0.72 1.09 1.53 0.94 1.41]; 
lCS 281 = [14880.28 10028.43 4176.54 2052.97 5677.34 2534.78 
16469.94 11118.63 4632.10 2278.61 6279.13 2811. 22] ; 
lCS 281vc = [0.69 0.79 1.24 1.62 1.10 1. 56 
0.64 0.77 1.23 1.64 1.02 1. 45] ; 
lCS 207 = [12586.91 8396.07 3450.51 1674.98 4706.37 2074.51 
13895.83 9306.63 3820.29 1856.93 5199.58 2296.26]; 
lCS 207vc = [0.72 0.84 1.31 1.90 1.16 1.68 
0.70 0.85 1.23 1.82 1.10 1. 62] ; 
lCW 239 = [16754.08 11395.87 4807.63 2389.95 6504.48 2944.87 
18481.51 12576.17 5309.24 2640.31 7169.64 3252.39]; 
lCW 239vc = [0.64 0.76 1.14 1.69 1.02 1.47 
0.62 0.68 1.09 1.55 0.99 1.38]; 
lCW 281 = [14929.19 10082.88 4203.10 2070.73 5708.88 2556.26 
16299.31 11010.10 4592.41 2261.87 6235.10 2790.97]; 
lCW 281vc = [0.70 0.81 1.21 1.73 1.03 1.56 
0.660.761.18 1.71 1.03 1. 52] ; 
lCW 207 = [12638.95 8442.72 3471.12 1691.23 4728.11 2089.42 
13754.81 9216.49 3794.58 1845.12 5157.66 2278.00]; 
lCW 207vc = [0.70 0.86 1. 35 1.85 1.20 1. 76 
0.71 0.84 1.33 1.86 1.10 1. 68] ; 
%%% rearrange 
lCR 239 = lCR_239 (: , Lk) ; 
lCR-239vc = lCR_239vc{:,Lk); 
lCR-281 = lCR_281 (: , Lk) ; 
lCR-281VC = lCR_281vc{:,Lk); 
lCR-207 = lCR_207 (: , Lk) ; 
lCR-207VC = lCR_207vc{:,Lk); 
lCS 239 = lCS_239 ( : , Lk) ; 
lCS 239vc = lCS_239VC{:,Lk); 
lCS-281 = lCS_281 (: , Lk) ; 
lCS 281vc = lCS_281vc{:,Lk); 
lCS-207 = lCS_207 (: , Lk) ; 
lCS-207vc = lCS_207vc{:,Lk); 
lCW 239 = lCW_239 ( : , Lk) ; 
lCW-239vc = lCW_239vc (: , Lk) ; 
lCW-281 = lCW_281{:,Lk); 





















lCW 207 = lCW 207(:,Lk); 
lCW-207vc = lCW:207VC(:,Lk); 
%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% All RCL files used the same BaS diffuser 
RCL 239 = [19193.97 13161.21 5625.07 2830.37 
19071. 72 13080.19 5598.17 2812.38 
19030.19 13045.45 5581.00 2807.61 
19318.32 13241.93 5657.52 2833.43 
RCL 239vc =[0.58 0.69 1.06 1.53 0.95 1.34 
0.58 0.70 1.05 1.51 0.92 1.36 
0.61 0.70 1.04 1.46 0.90 1.35 
0.58 0.70 1.04 1.49 0.92 1. 32] ; 
RCL 207 = [14439.38 9736.23 4059.36 1997.79 
14419.10 9727.82 4057.17 1995.73 
14508.72 9792.23 4080.06 2010.91 









RCL 207vc = [0.70 0.81 1.22 1.71 1.06 1.61 
0.70 0.79 1.19 1.73 1.07 1.61 
0.71 0.81 1.17 1.73 1.11 1.57 









%11 the last row for RCL 281 came from the lost file RCL320 
RCL 281 = [17141.24 11672.54 4930.33 2455.73 6674.72 3023.01 
17094.89 11638.63 4916.91 2451.86 6654.58 3013.47 
17092.56 11630.04 4917.84 2448.63 6654.17 3009.83 
17147.95 11668.81 4923~62 2445.09 6660.42 3014.65]; 
RCL 281vc = [0.63 0.76 1.11 1.59 0.93 1.40 
0.63 0.76 1.13 1.63 0.94 1.38 
0.64 0.75 1.16 1.61 0.92 1.45 
0.62 0.76 1.12 1.59 0.97 1.46]; 
RCL 239 = RCL 239(:,Lk); 
RCL 207 = RCL-207(:,Lk); 
RCL-281 = RCL:281(:,Lk); 
RCL 239vc = RCL 239vc(:,Lk); 
RCL-207vc = RCL-207vc(:,Lk); 
RCL-281vc = RCL:281Vc(:,Lk); 
%%%% data, for reflectance curve fitting 
%% L2 = [3125 3175 3312 3398 3600 3800]; 





















BW1 = [9.38 10.41 10.50 10.14 10.32 10.58]; 
BW2 = [9.44 10.47 9.56 10.21 10.27 10.61]; 
BW = [9.4 10.4 10.0 10.2 10.3 10.6]; 
%% BW=(BW1+BW2)/2; 
%%% Goniometric Reflectance for pitch=O 
%%% Surfaces R Wand S for case 5 
Yaw = [120 100 80 60 50 40]; 
%%% wavelength across rows Yaw along column 
R5 = [0.45866 0.46430 0.47603 0.47789 0.48244 
0.36999 0.37774 0.38556 0.38768 0.39290 
0.24591 0.25037 0.25585 0.25757 0.26137 
0.17313 0.17682 0.18086 0.18185 0.18461 
0.15417 0.15739 0.16059 0.16149 0.16395 
0.14262 0.14521 0.14835 0.14933 0.15136 
W5 = [0.46539 0~47225 0.48135 0.48426 0.48990 
0.37154 0.37853 0.38655 0.38948 0.39531 
0.24551 0.25025 0.25590 0.25830 0.26239 
0.17405 0.17698 0.18125 0.18292 0.18567 
0.15462 0.15745 0.16077 0.16210 0.16473 
0.14194 0.14447 0.14741 0.14854 0.15084 
S5 = [0.46781 0.47385 0.48404 0.48541 0.49039 
0.37478 0.37985 0.38893 0.39064 0.39629 
0.24749 0.25005 0.25636 0.25796 0.26169 
0.17448 0.17655 0.18112 0.18204 0.18512 
0.15494 0.15721 0.16118 0.16199 0.16435 
0.14122 0.14367 0.14699 0.14792 0.15022 
%%% correct using absolute values for Yaw=50 dg 
W5 abs = [0.15517 0.15754 0.16105 
R5 abs = [0.15701 0.15935 0.16261 
S5 abs = [0.15777 0.15925 0.16309 
%% 





% film 118 






















LH = [250 260 270 280 290 300 310 
LH=10*LH; 











































0.0503 0.0645 0.055 
0.0792 0.1 0.0863 
0.1193 0.15 0.13 
0.1739 0.216 0.188 
0.2451 0.301 0.263 
0.3353 0.41 0.36 
0.448 0.545 0.481 
0.5862 0.708 0.628 
0.7526 0.903 0.804 
NaN 1.4 1.25 
2.049 2.39 2.17]; 
H*1.e-6; % now H is 
error in H 
LH_err =[2500 3500 6546]; 
He 239 = [ 2.23 1. 35 1.01 
1.0 0.7 0.4]; 
He 239 = He_239/100; 
He 281 = [2.23 1.35 1.01 
1.0 0.7 0.4]; 
He 281 = He_281/100; 
BRDF 
in watt/{cm"'2*nm) 
% in % 
% in % 
each row corresponds to a wavelength 
[ msr_avg at 100%, msr_avg(1), .•• ,msr_avg{3),msr_avg at 100%] 
p3 
y corr=y msr*exp{y corr*a» --> log{z)=z*a*y_msr 
where z=y_corr/y_msr 
BRDF = {y_corr/y_corr100%)*g 
9 = 78.7424; 







%% geometry factor 
%% pulse dead time 
22907.901 22985.718 22957.692 
33952.708 33327.764 33290.559 
22775.852 22896.197 22861. 674 
26901.008 26930.944 26955.422 
26908.385 26762.843 26880.980 







%!! dark current need to be subtracted wrom the measurements 


























dc3 = mean(dc3')'i % average between start and end 
for i=1:6 
y msr(i) = mean(p3(i,2:4»-dc3(i); 
y-full(i) = 0.5*(p3(i,1)+p3(i,5»-dc3(i)i 
zI(i) = myfzero('lgroot',a*y msr(i),l)i 
z2(i) = myfzero('lgroot',a*y-full(i),l)i 
end; 
BRDF3 = (y msr.*zl)./(y full.*z2)i 
BRDF3 = g*SRDF3i - % geometry correction 
p6 = [5689256.2 22477.891 22464.290 22421.580 5684048.6 
7655081.2 31220.564 31158.998 31227.708 7634126.8 
7477739.8 31111.848 31069.087 31041.768 7458408.8 
6811106.8 29110.353 29032.591 29075.480 6875381.4 
6255831.0 26512.860 26582.337 26549.906 6243352.0 
7385619.0 31977.927 32039.914 32013.386 7386142.0 ]; 
%11 dark current: need to be subtracted wrom the measurements 






dc6 = mean(dc6')'; 
for i=1:6 
y msr(i) = mean(p6(i,2:4»-dc6(i); 
zI(i) = myfzero('lgroot',a*y msr(i),l)i 
y full(i) = 0.5*(p6(i,1)+p6(I,5»-dc6(i)i 
Z2(i) = myfzero('lgroot',a*y full(i),l); 
endi -
BRDF6 = (y msr.*zl)./(y full.*z2); 
BRDF6 = g*SRDF6; -
%%%% 
%%%%%% end of file 
6 




















%%%% ref cal2.m 
%% -
%% calibrate reflectance using fm calib.m data 
%% 
%% update according to 10M from R.Haring, 10/2/91 
%% 
%% all correct ins are marked as % 11 
%% define constants 
%11 CF = cos(50*pi/180); 
CF = cos(40*pi/180); 
OMEGA=(3*pi/180).A2; 
% cos of diffuser view angle 
% cos of diffuser view angle 
% field of view in sterad 
A = (0.26)A2; % entrance pupil area in cmA2 
%% correct goniometric reflectance into absolute 
%% using absolute reflectance at Yaw=50 
i50 = find(Yaw==50); 
cR5 = R5 abs./R5(i50,:); 
cW5 = W5-abs./W5(i50,:); 




R5ref(i,:) = R5(i,:).*cR5; 
W5ref(i,:) = W5(i,:).*cW5; 
S5ref(i,:) = S5(i,:).*cS5; 
end; 
% correction is 
%% we need reflectance at yaw=90 which was not measured 
%% therefore, fit cubic spline into these data 
yaw = 40:120; 
for i=1:6 
Y=R5ref(:,i); 
R5all(:,i) = spline(Yaw',Y,yaw'); 
Y=W5ref(:,i); 
W5all(:,i) = spline (Yaw' ,y,yaw'); 
Y=S5ref(:,i); 
S5all(:,i) = spline(Yaw',Y,yaw'); 
end; 
%% find absolute reflectance at yaw=90 (function of wI) 
a function of 
%% these data will be used as BRDF for irradiance calibration 
























%%% Now reduce H(l) data 
%%% FEL was measured for several frequencies but not for L2 




yH=H(: ,2) i 
pH_239 = polyfit(LH,yH',3); 
yH=H ( : ,3) i 
pH_281 = polyfit(LH,yH',3)i 
%% now compute FEL for each lamp for needed wavelengths 
H 207 = polyval(pH 207,L2)i 
H-239 = polyval(pH-239,L2)i 
H-281 = polyval(pH=281,L2)i 
%% now find relative error of approximation. 
%% do not use lamp F-207 since it does not have all the frequencies 
h 239 = polyval(pH 239,LH); 
h=281 = polyval(pH=281,LH); 
dH 239 = (h 239-H(:,2)')./H(:,2)'; 
dH-281 = (h=281-H(:,3)') ./H(:,3)'i 
%% retain only data for the wavelengths of interest 
%% 
dH 239 = dH 239(7:13); 
dH-281 = dH=281(7:13)i 
%%%%%%%% Radiance Calibration %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%% 
%%% Rs(lambda) = I(lambda)/[BRDF(I)*cos(F)*H(I)*BW(I)*A*OMEGA] 
%%% 
%%% convert BW into nm 
%%% 
BW = O.l*BWi 
BRDF = 0.5*(BRDF6+BRDF3)i 
Rs 239 = mean{RCL 239)./{BRDF.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
Rs-281 = mean (RCL-281) ./(BRDF.*BW.*H-281*CF*A*OMEGA) i 
Rs-207 = mean(RCL=207)./(BRDF.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA); 




























Ri(lambda) = I(lambda)/[BRDF(l)*cos(F)*H(l)*BW(l)*A*OMEGA] 
compute irradiance separately for car. #4 and #5 
car.#4 is in the first row of IC •• 
car./s is in the second row of IC •• 
carousel # 
Ri 239 4 
.... .... 
Ri 281 4 
.... .... 
Ri 207 4 
wi 239 4 
.... .... 
Wi 281 4 
.... .... 
wi 207 4 
si 239 4 
.... .... 
Si 281 4 
.... .... 











ICR 239(1,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICR .... 281(1,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICR=207(1,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW .... 239(1,:)./(BRDFw.*BW.*H .... 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW .... 281(1,:)./(BRDFw.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW .... 207(1,:)./(BRDFw.*SW.*H .... 207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS 239(1,:)./(BRDFs.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS .... 281(1,:)./(BRDFS.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS=207(1,:)./(BRDFs.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
%%% compute difference between radiance and irradiance 
%%% for the lamp 281 only 
dw 281 4 
dr .... 281 .... 4 
ds .... 281 .... 4 
d 281 4 
= 100*(Rs 281-Wi 281 4)./Rs 281i 
= 100*(Rs .... 281-Ri .... 281 .... 4)./RS .... 281i 
= 100*(Rs .... 281-Si .... 281 .... 4)./Rs .... 281 i 
= [dw .... 281=4i dr .... 281 .... 4i ds .... 281 .... 4]i 
%%%11 carousel # 5 
Ri 239 5 
.... .... 
Ri 281 5 
.... .... 
Ri 207 5 
Wi 239 5 
.... .... 
wi 281 5 
Wi .... 207 .... s 
Si 239 5 
.... .... 
si 281 5 










ICR 239(2,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICR .... 281(2,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICR=207(2,:)./(BRDFr.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW 239(2,:)./(BRDFw.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW .... 281(2,:)./(BRDFw.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICW=207(2,:)./(BRDFw.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS 239(2,:)./(BRDFs.*BW.*H 239*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS .... 281(2,:)./(BRDFs.*BW.*H .... 281*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
ICS=207(2,:)./(BRDFs.*BW.*H=207*CF*A*OMEGA)i 
%%% compute difference between radiance and irradiance 
%%% for the lamp 281 only 
dw 281 5 = 100*(Rs 281-Wi 281 s)./Rs 281i 
dr .... 281 .... s = 100*(Rs .... 281-Ri .... 281 .... s)./RS .... 281i 
ds .... 281 .... s = 100*(Rs .... 281-Si .... 281 .... s)./Rs .... 281i 
d 281 5 = [dw .... 281=si dr .... 281 .... 5i ds .... 281 .... s]i 
%% 
























make all the plots for FM-2 
use results of fm_caI2.m, ref cal2.m 
%%% Fig.1 BRDF(3) and BRDF(6) 
y1=BRDF3; y2=BRDF6; y3=0.5*(y1+y2); 
plot(L2,y1,'--r',L2,y1,'*',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y2,'o',L2,y3,'-b') 







if DOMETA meta brdf.met; end; 
%%% Fig.2 bandwidth 
plot(L2,BW,'-r',L2,BW,'o') 
title('Measured Bandwidth '); 
xlabel ( 'wavelength A') 




if DOMETA meta bandwidz.met; end; 








title('Cubic Fit into FEL Lamp Data'); 
ylabel('Spectral Irradiance w/cm-2*nm') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(2600,2.0e-6,'--- F-207'); 
text(2600,1.8e-6,'- - F-239'); 
text(2600,1.6e-6,'-.- F-281'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta fel~lamp.met; end; 

























title('Averaqe Normalized Radiance Counts'); 
ylabel('Spectral Radiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('wavelenqth in A'); 
text(3200,1.60e+4,'--- F-207'); 
text(3200,1.45e+4,'- - F-239'); 
text(3200,1.30e+4,'-.- F-281'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta radians. met; end; 
%%%% Fiq ••• Radiance measured durinq different sessions 
plot(L2,RCL 207') 
title{'MeaSured Radiance for F-207 at Different Sessions'); 
ylabel('Spectral Radiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel{'wavelenqth in A'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rad207.met; end; 
plot(L2,RCL 239') 
title('MeaSured Radiance for F-239 at Different Sessions'); 
ylabel('Spectral Radiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('wavelenqth in A'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rad239.met; end; 
plot(L2,RCL 281') 
title('Measured Radiance for F-281 at Different Sessions'); 
ylabel('Spectral Radiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('wavelenqth in A'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rad281.meti end; 
%%% Fiq. 6a Cubic spline fit for Absolute Reflectance vs yaw 
%%% at 1=3125 A. 
x=yaw; y1=R5all(:,1); y2=W5all(:,1)i y3=S5all(:,1); 
xO=Yaw; y10=R5ref(:,1); y20=W5ref(:,1); y30=S5ref(:,1); 
plot(x,y1,'--r',xo,y10,'*',x,y2,'-q',xO,y20,'o',x,y3,'-.w',xO,y30,'x') 
title('CUbic Spline Fit into Reflectance Data'); 
ylabel('Absolute Reflectance str-1') 
xlabel('Yaw in dq'); 
text(50,0.46,'Carousel sere num. 5'); 
text(75,0.43,'Pitch = 0 dq'); 
text(75,0.40,'lambda = 3125 A') 
text(50, 0.35,'--- Workinq Surface'); 
text(50, 0.32,'- - Reference Surface'); 
11 
text(50, 0.29,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta abs_ref.met; end; 
%%% Fig. 6b. Abs refl for working surface for all temperature 
plot(yaw,W5all); 
title('CUbic Spline Fit into Reflectance Data for Working Surface'); 
ylabel('Absolute Reflectance str-1') 
xlabel('Yaw in dg'); 
text(50,0.46,'Carousel ser. num. 5'); 
text(75,0.40,'Pitch = 0 dg'); 
text(75,0.37,'all lambda') 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta ref_work. met; end; 
%%%%% radiance sensitivity for all lamps 
plot(L2,Rs 207,'-r',L2,Rs 239,'--g',L2,Rs 281,'-.w') 
title('Radlance Sensitivity for All Lamps'); 
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel ( , wavelength in A'); 
text(3500,2.00e14,'--- Lamp F-207'); 
text (3500,1. 95e14, , - - Lamp F-239'); 
text(3500,1.90e14,'-.- Lamp F-281'); 
text(3200,2.45e14,'Working surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta radsens.met; end; 
%% 
%%%%%%% carousel # 4 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%% Fig. 7a, 7b, 7c Irradiance for F-207, F-239, 281 
y1=ICW_207(1,:); y2=ICR_207(1,:); y3=ICS_207(1,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.w'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-207 '); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,13000,'Carousel ser. num. 4'); 
text(3200,11000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,10000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200,9000,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr207_4.met; end; 
y1=ICW_239(1,:); Y2=ICR_239(1,:); y3=ICS 239(1,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.W'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-239 '); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 





















text(3200,16000,'Carousel sere num. 4'); 
text(3200,13000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,12000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200,11000,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr239_4.met; end; 
yl=ICW_281(1,:); y2=ICR_281(1,:); y3=ICS_281(1,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.w'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-281'); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,14000,'Carousel sere num. 4'); 
text(3200,11000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,10000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200, 9000,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr281_4.met; end; 
plot(L2,Y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.w'); 
title('Irradiance for Working Surface for all Lamps'); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,16000,'Carousel sere num. 4'); 
text(3200,12000,'--- Lamp F-207'); 
text(3200,11000,'- - Lamp F-239'); 
text(3200,10000,'-.- Lamp F-281'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr_w_4.met; end; 
%%%%% resulted plots of radiance and irradiance for each lamp 
plot(L2,Rs~207,'-r',L2,Wi_207_4,'-g',L2,Ri_207_4,'--b',L2,Si_207_4,'-.w') 
title('Rad1ance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-207'); 
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,2.05e14,'Radiance ->'); 
text(3450,1.90e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 4'); 
text(3500,1.60e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,1.55e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,1.50e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rir207_4.met; end; 
plot(L2,Rs 239,'-r',L2,Wi_239_4,'-g',L2,Ri_239_4,'--b',L2,Si_239_4,'-.w') 
title('Rad1ance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-239'); 
ylabel('counts/watt') 






















text(3450,2.15e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 4'); 
text(3500,1.80e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,1.75e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,1.70e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rir239_4.met; end; 
plot(L2,Rs 281,'-r',L2,Wi 281 4,'-g',L2,Ri 281 4,'--b',L2,Si 281 4,'-.w') 
title('Rad1ance and Irradlance sensitivitY-: Lamp F-281'); - -
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(3150,2.2e14,'Radiance ->'); 
text(3450,2.12e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 4'); 
text(3500,1.80e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,1.75e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,1.70e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rir281_4.met; end; 
%%% plot relative difference between radiance and irradiance 
plot(L2,d 281 4) 
title('Difference between Radiance and Irradiance ') 
xlabel('wavelength in A') 
ylabel('Relative difference in %') 
text(3400,23.0,'Lamp F-281'); 





if DOMETA meta rad_ir_4.met; end 
%% 
%%%%%%% carousel # 5 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%% Fig. 7a, 7b, 7c Irradiance for F-207, F-239, 281 
y1=ICW_207(2,:); y2=ICR_207(2,:); y3=ICS_207(2,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,Y3,'-.W'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-207 '); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,13000,'Carousel sere num. 5'); 
text(3200,11000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,10000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200,9000,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 





















y1=ICW_239(2,:); y2=ICR_239(2,:); y3=ICS_239(2,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.W'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-239 '); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,18000,'Carousel sere num. 5'); 
text(3200,14000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,13000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200,12000,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr239_5.met; end; 
y1=ICW_281(2,:); y2=ICR_281(2,:); Y3=ICS_281(2,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.w'); 
title('Irradiance for All Surfaces: Lamp F-281'); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,16000,'Carousel sere num. 5'); 
text(3200,12000,'--- Working Surface'); 
text(3200,11000,'- - Reference Surface'); 
text(3200,lOOOO,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr281_5.met; end; 
y1=ICW_207(2,:); Y2=ICW_239(2,:); y3=ICW_281(2,:); 
plot(L2,y1,'-r',L2,y2,'--g',L2,y3,'-.w'); 
title('Irradiance for Working Surface for all Lamps'); 
ylabel('Irradiance in normalized counts') 
xlabel('Wavelength in A'); 
text(3200,16000,'Carousel sere num. 5'); 
text(3200,12000,'--- Lamp F-207'); 
text(3200,11000,'- - Lamp F-239'); 
text(3200,lOOOO,'-.- Lamp F-281'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta irr_w_5.met; end; 
%%%%% resulted plots of radiance and irradiance for each lamp 
plot(L2,Rs 207,'-r',L2,Wi_207_5,'-g',L2,Ri_207_5,'--b',L2,Si_207_5,'-.w') 
title('Rad1ance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-207'); 
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(3150,1.95e14,'Radiance ->'); 
text(3450,2.07e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 5'); 
text(3500,1.85e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,1.80e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,1.75e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 






















title('Rad1ance and Irradiance Sensitivity: Lamp F-239'); 
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(3150,2.24e14,'Radiance ->'); 
text(3450,2.35e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 5'); 
text(3500,2.15e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,2.10e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,2.05e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rir239_5.met; end; 
plot(L2,Rs 281,'-r',L2,wi 281 5,'-g',L2,Ri 281 5,'--b',L2,Si 281 5,'-.w') 
title('Radlance and Irradlance SensitivitY-: Lamp F-281'); - -
ylabel('counts/watt') 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
text(3150,2.2e14,'Radiance ->'); 
text(3450,2.32e14,'Irradiance for Carousel # 5'); 
text(3500,2.10e14,'--- Working surface'); 
text(3500,2.05e14,'- - Reference surface'); 
text(3500,2.00e14,'-.- stow surface'); 
pause; 
if DOMETA meta rir281_5.met; end; 
%%% plot relative difference between radiance and irradiance 
plot(L2,d 281 5) 
title('Difference between Radiance and Irradiance') 
xlabel('wavelength in A') 
ylabel('Relative difference in %') 
text(3400,12.5,'Lamp F-281'); 





if DOMETA meta rad_ir_5.met; end 





















MATLAB PROGRAMS FOR ERRORBAR COMPUTATION 
%%% error2.m 
%% error bars for TOMS FM-2 calibration 
%% 
%% corrected from errors.m taking into account lOM R.Haring 10/2/91 
%% 
%% all corrections are marked as %!! 
%%% H errors are common for radiance and irradiance 
%%% According to NBS relative errors are the same for F-239 and F-281 
%%% Therefore, we use the same values for all lamps 
%%% first linearly interpolate errors for the frequencies of interest 
%% for wavelength < 3500 
dL=LH err(2)-LH err(l); 
dE=He-239(:,2)-He 239(:,1); 
for i~1:4 -
Herr(:,i) = He_239(:,1)+dE*(L2(i)-LH_err(l»/dL; 
end; 
















dL=LH err(3)-LH err(2); 
dE=He-239(:,3)-He 239(:,2); 
for i~5:6 -
Herr(:,i) = He 239(:,2)+dE*(L2(i)-LH err(2»/dL; 
e~; - -
there is some error associated with cubic interpolation 
use average for all frequencies 
Herr interp 239 = mean(dH 239.*dH 239); 
Herr=interp=281 = mean(dH=281.*dH=281); 
add NBS uncertainty and Transfer Uncertainty and interpolation errors 
use lamp F-281 only 
Herr full = Herr(l,:).A2 + Herr(2,:).A2 + Herr_interp_281; 
radiance sensitivity 
there are 4 sets of samples each set has 20 major frames 
each major frame has 70 samples (minot frames) 
RCL XXXvc is a std over whole data set = 20x70 points 
therefore, one could expect that err(RCL XXX) = RCL XXXvc/sqrt(70*20) 
However, the differences between averages of 4 sets 
are much larger than this number 
sigma/sqrt(70*20) = 0.04% 
max(RCL)-min(RCL) = 0.6 % 
this is from other factors such as 
1 
%% lamp stability, temperature, bearing accuracy, etc. 
%% therefore, for RCL error use O.s*(max(RCL)-min(RCL» between the sets. 
ssl = O.Ol*mean(RCL 207vc)/sqrt(70*20); 
ss2 207 = o.s*(max(RCL 207)-min(RCL 207»./mean(RCL 207); 
RCL:207err = max([sSl;SS2_207]); - -
ssl = O.Ol*mean(RCL 239vc)/sqrt(70*20); 
ss2 239 = o.S*(max(RCL 239)-min(RCL 239»./mean(RCL 239); 
RCL:23gerr = maX([SSl;SS2_239]); - -
ssl = O.Ol*mean(RCL 281vc)/sqrt(70*20); 
ss2 281 = o.s*(max(RCL 281)-min(RCL 281»./mean(RCL 281); 
RCL-281err = maX([SSl;SS2 281]); - -
ss ~ sS/3; -
BRDF err = abs(BRDF3-BRDF6)/(BRDF3+BRDF6); 
BRDF-err = BRDF_err. A2; 
Rs err = [ RCL 207err.A2+BRDF err+Herr full 
RCL-23gerr. A2+BRDF-err+Herr-full 
RCL:281err. A2+BRDF:err+Herr:full]; 
Rs err = sqrt(Rs err)*100; %% in per cent 
Rs-ebar = 0.01*Rs:err.*[Rs_207;RS_239;Rs_281]; 
%%%% irradiance sensitivity 
%% for itrradiance we have only one set of measurements 
%% therefore we cannot estimate long term variations 
%% we assume that they are the same as for the radiance 
%% use carousel # 5 only 
ssl = O.Ol*lCR 207vc(2,:)/sqrt(70*20); 
lCR 207err = maX([SSl;SS2 207]); 
ssl-= O.Ol*lCR 239Vc(2,:)7sqrt(70*20); 
lCR 23gerr = maX([SSl;ss2 239]); 
ssl-= O.Ol*lCR 281VC(2,:)7sqrt(70*20); 
lCR_281err = maX([Ssl:SS2_281]); 
ssl = O.Ol*lCW 207vc(2,:)/sqrt(70*20); 
lCW 207err = max([SSl;SS2 207]); 
SSl-= O.Ol*lCW 239VC(2,:)7sqrt(70*20); 
lCW 23gerr = maX([SSl;SS2 239]); 
ssl-= O.Ol*lCW 281VC(2,:)7sqrt(70*20); 
lCW_281err = maX([Ssl:SS2_281]); 
ssl = O.Ol*lCS 207vc(2,:)/sqrt(70*20); 
lCS 207err = maX([Ssl;SS2 207]); 
ssl-= O.Ol*lCS 239VC(2,:)7sqrt(70*20); 





















ssl = O.Ol*ICS 28lvc(2,:)/sqrt(70*20)i 
ICS_28lerr = max([ssl;SS2_28l])i 
BRDFi_err = (0.3/l00)A2i 
Wi 207err = sqrt(ICW 207err. A 2+BRDFi err+Herr full)*lOOi 
Ri-207err = sqrt(ICB:207err. A 2+BRDFi-err+Herr-full)*100i 
si=207err = sqrt(ICS=207err. A 2+BRDFi=err+Herr=full)*100i 
wi 23gerr = sqrt(ICW 23gerr. A 2+BRDFi err+Herr full)*lOOi 
Ri-23gerr = sqrt(ICR-23gerr. A 2+BRDFi-err+Herr-full)*100i 
Si=23gerr = sqrt(ICS=23gerr. A 2+BRDFi=err+Herr=full)*100i 
Wi 28lerr = sqrt(ICW 28lerr. A 2+BRDFi err+Herr full)*lOOi 
Ri-28lerr = sqrt(ICR-28lerr. A 2+BRDFi-err+Herr-full)*100i 
Si=28lerr = sqrt(ICS=28lerr. A 2+BRDFi=err+Herr:=full)*100i 
Ri 207ebar = O.Ol*Ri 207err.*Ri 207 5· 
- 0.01*Ri-23gerr.*Ri-239 - , Ri 23gebar = 5· 
- 0.01*Ri-28lerr.*Ri-28l - , Ri 28lebar = 5· 
- -
- , 
wi 207ebar = o.ol*wi 207err.*Wi 207 5i 
Wi-23gebar = 0.01*Wi-23gerr.*wi-239-5i 
Wi-28lebar = 0.01*Wi=28lerr.*Wi:=28l=5i 
si 207ebar = O.Ol*Si 207err.*Si 207 5i 
Si-23gebar = 0.01*Si-23gerr.*Si-239-5i 
Si-28lebar = 0.01*Si:=28lerr.*Si:=28l:=5i 
3 
% in per cent 
% in per cent 






















%% print out values for error bars of radiance and irradiance 
%% 
%% use data generated by error2.m 
%% 
%% error bars for Radiance sensitivity 
str='Estimation error of Radiance Sensitivity in %' 
% rows are for F-207, F-239, F-281 
Rs err 
%% 
str='Estimation error of Irradiance Sensitivity in %' 
str='Carousel # 5' 
% rows are for W R S 
L2 
str='F-207' 
[Wi 207erriRi 207errisi 207err] 
str;'F-239' - -

























%%% error of FEL approximation 
11=LH(7:13); 
plot(11,dH_239*lOO,'-r',11, dH_281*100,'--g') 
title('Relative Errors of FEL Approximation'); 
xlabel('wavelength in A'); 
ylabel('relative error in %'); 
text(3600,O.6,'--- Lamp F-239'); 
text(3600,O.4,'- - Lamp F-281'); 
pause; 
if META meta fel_err.met; end; 
%%% plot all relative errors for radiance 
plot(L2,Rs err); 
title('Relative Error of Radiance Sensitivity Determination'} 
xlabel('wavelenfgth in A'} 
ylabel('error in %'} 
text(3400,2.35,'--- Lamp F-207') 
text(3400,2.32,'- - Lamp F-239') 
text(3400,2.29,'-.- Lamp F-281'); 
pause; 
if META meta rad_err.met; end; 
%%% irradiance errors 
plot(L2,Wi_207err,'-r',L2,Ri_207err,'--g',L2,Si_207err,'-.w'); 
title('Relative Error of Irradiance Sensitivity Determination') 
xlabel('wavelenfgth in A') 
ylabel('error in %') 
text(3200,2.00,'Lamp F-207'); 
text(3400,1.95,'Carousel # 5'); 
text(3400,1.90,'--- Working Surface') 
text(3400,1.87,'- - Reference Surface') 
text(3400,1.84,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if META meta i207_err.met; end; 
plot(L2,Wi_23gerr,'-r',L2,Ri_23gerr,'--g',L2,Si_23gerr,'-.w'); 
title('Relative Error of Irradiance Sensitivity Determination') 
xlabel('wavelenfgth in A') 
ylabel('error in %') 
text(3400,2.05,'Lamp F-239'); 
text(3400,2.0,'Carousel # 5'); 
text(3500,1.950,'--- Working Surface') 
text(3500,1.925,'- - Reference Surface') 
text(3500,1.900,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 






















title('Relative Error of Irradiance sensitivity Determination') 
xlabel('wavelenfgth in A') 
ylabel('error in %') 
text(3200,1.95,'Lamp F-281'); 
text(3400,1.9,'Carousel # 5'); 
text(3400,1.8,'--- working Surface') 
text(3400,1.77,'- - Reference Surface') 
text(3400,1.74,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 
if META meta i281_err.met; end; 
%% both radiance and irradiance 
plot(L2,Rs err(3,:),'-r',L2,Wi 281err,'-r',L2,Ri 281err,'--g',L2,Si 281e 
rr,'-.w');- - - -
title('Radiance and Irradiance Sensitivity Errors for F-281') 
xlabel('wavelenfgth in A') 
ylabel('error in %') 
text(3500,2.1,'Radiance'); 
text(3400,1.98,'carousel # 5'); 
text(3400,1.9,'--- Working Surface') 
text(3400,1.85,'- - Reference Surface') 
text(3400,1.80,'-.- stow Surface'); 
pause; 





















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix I 
Radiance & Irradaince Calibration Data Sheet 
Test Conductor 
Quality Control 









BaS04 Diffuser calibration completed __ /__ 
Test configuration per figure 2 
BaS04 diffuser angle (degrees) 
FEL target to diffuser distance 
Setup & interconnections verified 
Enter Test Log Book number & page 
reference for power up. 
Perkin Elmer reference lamp serial number 
GFSC standard lamp serial number 
Calibrated FEL lamp serial number 
83 OS current setting at 8.000 amps 
Lc.) 8cc8 Pj cr ~ 
/ ;-,)"}"~ 
F-Z3j 
} .. ·7 
Note: Enter recorded radiance file information on the data file index 





















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index From: Radiance Calibration 
'}?S"3(' _ 
REFER TO TEST PARAGRAPH 9.6 J fPJl7~1':' 9T.1J 6 PI<) 
Lz) t· r}i ...<.",v1> Iii J 'f 1PJiJ ZJP 
Sheet~of_ 
PJ.'''.J.'J'/'''~r 1 i 
DATE TIME LAMP --S!JRF-A-e~- FILE NAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
'P'-.;.)~ "11 1/"/ F-2J'l RaJOQ 
G"if<- -.lIn/'ll r-2 0 7 Rca,,/ 60 
-;ri c: "'- fJl-:;i.;u 
I 
F--.2BI th< S 0<- :1.0 
'/Iz" If/I I F-2 )<} @;, '3'.:. '3 20 
"fbi/V ,.-;107 ttl ~CI 4- :to 
(~~/1r F- .lSI UC ~ 0 .;- 2..0 
4. '.:' • .'1'/ 
..... - 2.. '3" geL ~oC-
ilh'il/I ~-rio7 ;gee ~,~ Z ~iA ,c,"fo.i e.cc... -3c? j-;.;:.. , 
..• - - .. -. - -.- --- - - -....... _---
Test Conductor h 
-";:',:"='_--























RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index From: Radiance Calibration 








~J: ~\ ~ ;::-2~t. 
2~:48 r » l~7 









FILE NAME DISK 
"Rcc.."31.0 
't:~ c ~-2:-! 
fC L- 31.1... 







Test Conductor ,£t..) 
)?i ,~ LI0/?::.. 
j,t. d rr. r 
<!.",'- t"'" u *-,,,7 
/Vtt '},?5) / 
Quality Control ____ _ 
DatefJ~/91 




















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Irradiance Calibration 
Sheet /of_ 
/ -2. D 



























RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Irradiance Calibration 
Sheet ;2..of_ 
Diffuser Carousel Serial Number (par. 9.7 b)~ D 10 I (-.l.s ') 
DATE TIME LAMP 
)--~-Xl tJj~ ~-2.. 32 
I 1..8.:;1.(: F-:z.. )1 
\ Ia.: ~ ~ F- ~ '3 J 
I 
+ '2 '/1 E-,=~' &,'19 r-.l~1 I . ,Z:.h F - LS I 
\ 
I ~:oS- F- ~o7 
~ J.c: £f ~-.J.o7 
<;-7-'11 ~ :18. F-)"o7 
SURFACE 
,)TsH..l 
c...> o1i! lC,v(, 
3,r;'",", 








FILE NAME DISK NUMBERS 
:r~~ 3~o ;;0 
"I.e.......> :2.2 ! ., Q 
7.c..L 222.- ;:>,CI 
J: ~s ~2:3 ';:0 
-:I c."") '3 2. ct ,20 
1'e,i!!. l:2..) 2.0 
'I~S 32(., 20 
:rc.w 321 ).0 
:I c:..e.. , 2. g 20 
-----.--- -----~~-=-:.;.;~ -~~ ~- -- -
Test Conductor_.L/:..:(.;.::;.,~J _-:-_ 
Quality Control ~ dt/Z 























"-1i::' 0 I 
-5£,0 
- ":i:.o, 0 
; 
-!.fe, 0 
-30 , Q 
- .50, Q 
le, D 
I 











:±2o ~ i 





RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
-5'''' '-' ro I ';-12-'100 ( 
1 
.., 























Tc: ·fl.) -Er-:O 
Test Conductorj7//, ·% ... e~----
Quality Control ____ _ 




RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
NUMBER PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
c .. 
-'30. -211 Io ;l.J;rr! 
_~o ~ 
-1 ~ -uf ~ 
-4C,-ZcP 't"l 
-'i.cP, -20' ra 
b 
1"1.. 
-~ -z.tZ' :";l, 
_;t)u -200 rQ -2;~-;ZO() "'5 
-IC~ -'212' r-:l 
; C 33 -l~ -2c) 
Co -201J :Xa 
I ; 0 13 /f, -20 
; 
rJ L 1.to·, -~ -tlO~ -Zooa -p, 
f{I.# -Zo' :0 
-t J..cJ~ -z.o." b 
:c~ -z.oc Tc. 











£eJ ~ ~o. ft; '37 I. ~-H" _;).00 'v'.,O "'" ~~ 1'~ ~cL,-
(jLA4>r- ~,.a~I.:"') ·~'l"~~s~Jc. @ OV ~AW) Test Conductor11c::- ?/~t4c-~-
Quality Control. ____ _ 





















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
NUMBER PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK 
,r;;VC'04 
FRAME NUMBERS 
+-Jd:', -100 ::C:o 
-rJd', -1-(:)" 'B 
. 
_ 2. 0 " II:: +2.::>, 
..,.2':)[ _Zuo ~ 
{lOO -2,:,0 ::La 




CZ"j -<'0" d:~ 
aO . -20> ""3 
} 
Zo .. -20" --(t' ) , 
-~". - '2 Q' -0 ) 
T.... 
-10"\ -~.;:." 
-20 -7Q.:' 72 ; 
- Z~· I", 
-JQ } 
-'C , - 7': p 




- 7. C.I 
( 
,i.e - [(:) -zo I -l~) .; 
- ~-Q, :::;:a 
}..IJ-::..r --L.r<..~;; r...: + 








ya ... __ .Q (c.----, +-0 
-?oJo. f-2.D 
Test Conductor p{J 
I Quality Control ____ _ 
Date ;/~/9/ 




















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
NUMBER PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 





+ ,,) 0) -co "Ie:> 
• t 2,~u j -/0 ~ 
\ 9 
'i'~ ~ _Ic)c.) Ie ) 
t (8 0 - ~'l " n I 
Db _ '0° 40 ) 
ct 
-
'0' :B ) 
.1'1 
39 
• ~ To 
-I'" :, =c ", 
-(C~ _ 1'0° 13 ) 
- 2.c o l - 100 +0 Sf 
. - :ls,,'. ~ ·-/~ :.. 71 
2,)0;- -- _/Qo ....£.c 
-'Q" ... II":' :a ) 70 
-<.{o~ -',.,- ::rs.? 
_"/.0°. _ ",.J 'P 
7)' 
?D 
'lOC> -Ie< " -:J:c-
- J 
-
~C/' ...... '0 0 n ; 
.21: )5" J:((V co) 
7Q 
C; C; ,e <J .) 
i;t. _." /k:1 l7~ 
~.J 10 J~. '37 (-/0 t-) i',Tc..1t 
Test Conductor ,c<.-J 
Quality Control ____ _ 
Date <;/7:/9 I 





















RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
NUMBER PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
-noo _ 5""0 -:I:~ .2.;' :("~ ""2~~1 Qa~ I.. J 0 
7) Sf +"3.,,0;_, 
* 
-+ZQQI_~_o 70 ~3 
-f 7<). -0 (3 Ii -\ J 
...... eel· -c 70 23 -, j 
t(o' _ ,0 :0 .1~ j I 0° _0 70 33 -) 
O"J -0 
'0 I 38 -) ) I y'3 c _,c 70 u"'l I J 
-:a I 1"8 _(,' J ..-Q -\ 
" 
-" 
-::Io I S~ -", -~ J -~ :::6 I S"a -21~" i 
>: I C3 :!(,~ -:::Z-o 
_10" -,,~ tS \ t.8 
_ Jc. 0 -\"o 
-=2 \ 2"2 
_'i.Q) _,0 ~ \ 1.f: j 
o -.; 
-SCI -\ --k0 83 
_ reo -0 '3 8e -\ i 
::Z~\J~o'" :t~ 
CO:Z.1 L-d::=:. ,- g s,f. 
.l.. A- I-c r? I./~ l:', L f 
<5 ~f- 70 / c., L· Z ( _ 5" ;») 
Test Conductor X t.,),,4 
Quality Control ____ _ 
Date \17..191 
( /\ 























-t 3Q ~ '1-) 
o ~o 
-t >c) J"'f 
-f z..~ 0 1 "t-'o 
~ 2(.) "'; .,. S:.) 











-,0 0 +-, i 
Ie 0 ) -t r 
-16' ~ or ~-
_ <.£.0 a I ! .;-
_ <Ie" i "I" ,-
- ;')" "1"\ 
- (C Q -~\ , 
RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
7.0 DO: ;,g 1:f.\J 00 7 I 
""B ~ i 
-:Ie 1(.:. 
"0 ~:z: 




.-, 1./3 t2 
-::Zo 1.18. i 
-0 5:3 
::;Z:-o I 58 
;g I 63 
I c..g I Q 
n I ZY" 
-:::z-; 79 
-g (t. -'! 
-
\ 8'9 .J-o , 
'3 "J j'y' 
-.:z.'''O~)2 ~z £...;0 
Test ConductOr_....r.tJ:...=...::.,..· __ _ 
Quality Control ____ _ 
Date _________ _ 























RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix III 
Data File Index Form: Response Verification 
NUMBER PARAGRAPH TIME FILENAME DISK FRAME NUMBERS 
--! ~D~ +/,0 .-- :l~tJ Q(') Po t/. ...Lt' l -
-+100 -+ , ,0 J) g , 
-+ :20° ::a! S-0 To I~ 
) -
:b l~ -+- (') 0 , ::f, \ 
..... ,( - .23 -/(0 0 .J-o , 
-t/'2"'r.'( D ~8 , 
Ia ~3 DO +1';-
0. 0 ...j, 1(' '8 3(5 
'L-'-'f , f -/0 I ~ i ~ -:x 0 i3 ] We:.- .. 
-LC!, .j.1~ 73' 
* 
t/,~ Tu - S" 
_7,) I -- 70 5"".,-~I \ 
-20 ::c I l 'D C::O 
-p .. ,~ 70 ! (...:2 
_10 
--1::- '23 I '70 t ::;:0 7s-" _<./6 t'; 
. 
'23 I ?(D - 1./0 :tn i 
-::;:0 ,~ ~~ -,,-0 I r /\ - ..; /3 20 -~c:J I "'!I 
:2 if Q(~ ::z::t: I.l Q 1\ s:\ ~r 
r-!:.J. 0 
l..,::.. ~ /1;(. 'c.-;., '/ 
~fT 70 7Je2.'" (h~O) pI/elf 
Tes t Cond uctor_~l:.::-l.J::-__ _ 
Quality Control ____ _ 
Date ;;/X/1/ 





















Bench Checkout Unit 
NIMBUS Simulator 







RADIANCE AND IRRADIANCE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
83-0050 
Appendix IV 
Test Equipment Calibration Log 
Last Cal 
Indent Number Cal Date Due Date 
,yA N/A n'A 
. 
701.20 5-1..9 -'-71 f-L"~ I.. 
F-2'?/ 3/;&1 "J/II/9 z.. 
) . 
.' 
CZ/7(P& E: ¢ iet'!dccl ~/I>/'/ ; I 
9/rf'f J Aj!~ .,/7/ IO/.z9/9 J 
, I 
"9/'go/ "3 ttP7h / Ifl/J. ;14 J 
- .. ------ - --- .. 
.-- -----.-- --- _ .. -- -- .. ----
---
Test Conductor _____ _ 
























Diffuser CalLbratioa Watrix 
Absolute Calibratioa 
Diffuser Part Nul'Cl.ber\:!S"B41.1_o0C Figure ref. 
pone ~N~o~t~e~8~ __________________ ____ 
Waveleagth: 312.5 na File lEI Z Q40~ 
(rs) Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL N03 FILTER 
0 180 [V P£K4'"~ ~J."/~J.{ 
(F6 ) Dif!user Measurement: Install Diffuser Under Test 
0 90 ~ 0 90 0 90 
(rs) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 
Waveleagth: 317.5 na File I F"JZQ4a5 













I Wavelengtb. J31.~ na File tFi'2(QM6' 
I (FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INST~L ND3 FILTER 
0 180 ~ 
I (F6) Diffuser Measurement: Install Diffuser Under Teat 
I 
0 90 ~ 0 90 
0 90 ~ 
(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
I o 180 
I Wavelengtb: 339.8 nA File rFjQ0405 
I a 180 (FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INST~L NO) FILTER 
I (F6) Diffuser Measurement: Install Diffuser Under Test 
I 
a 90 t}-o 90 
a 90 K 
I 
(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 
I Wavelength: 360.0 na File I F<OQ04Q5 
(FS) Source Intenllity: DO NOT INSTALL ND3 FILTER 
I -"--- --- o - - lSo- ---)'1 
I 
I 




0 90 W 
(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 














Waveleogtbl 380.0 na 
(;5) Source Intenaity: DO NOT INSTALL NOJ FILTER 
o 180 














I jFIB-PC\rFI20405.RT~ 1~/91 
EEN Bopeo 
RTII VER 3.00 
10: 14: 08 
I UARTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT , SUREHENTS ON 312.5NM 
04 DIFFUSER MOUNTED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 
IDE BY 10 
I er ance = .1000 HETRIC FACTOR = 75.7954 
E6RATION PERIOD = 1.00 
I B£R OF WA~ELEN6THS = 1.00 ELEN6THS = 312.50 TER VALUES: .QQOQ 
IF FACTORS: 1.0000 
GUERRERO 
I ------------100% Filter Reference------------- _______________ 
A~6 ERR ~EAS PPUC _______ PPUC PPUC PPUC 
RAW TIllE ill CNT SII 511 A~6~AVi5 SDEV STDERR lOll 
.--
PPUC INT 
HI6H FAe I r.3 10:15:52 310.0 5 2528_.3._-. 0231 4762713.6 4940767.5 1672. .0151 4937855.1 4941877.~ 10. 
------------1001 Filter Reference-------------
I R.~W TIllE III 
1.7 10:17:17 312.5 




I W P ITCH TIME lIL CNT 
.0 .OQO 10:19:00 312.5 5 
I iter Reference lIeasurelenl 
--ANSLE----I W PITCH TI~E Wl CNT 
. 0 .OOQ 10:19:12 312.5 57 
I i ti!r Reference lleasureaent 













ERR IIEA5 PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
51'1 AV6 AV6 5DEV STDERR LOW 
.0148 5689256.2 ~942393.0 3143. .0237 5938768.3 
STDERR IIEAS PPUC NORM SDEV STOERR 
511 A~6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
.00969 22477.891 22481.933 22224.923 39.b84 .0789 
5TDERR /lEAS PPUC HORM SDEV 5TDE~R 
5/1 AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
.00572 22464.290 224b8.327 22205.521 168.bO .0994 
5TDERR /lEAS PPUC HOR" 50EV STDERR 
5/1 AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 





















22128.66b 22920.999 .2832 10 . 
PPUC PPUC INT 
lO~ HI5H BRDF FAC 
. 22094.b9c)' 22SS~.b4l-~28Z1 1.0 .• 
I AY6 ERR !lEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC I~T 
: RAil TIllE WL CHT 5/1 5/1 AV6 AVG SDEV STuERR lOW HI6H FHC 
























C:\S?IB-PC\lF390405.RTn RTlt VER 3.00 6UERRERO 
04/05/91 11:24:51 
SCREENS 100RCO & 100SPEa.NI 
MEASUREMENTS ON 339.8NM 
BQS04 D[FFUSER MOUNTED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 
D[YiDE BY 10 
Tolerance : .1000 
6EOMETRIC FACTOR : 75.7954 
[NTE6RATION PERIOD : 1.00 
HUMBER OF WAYELEN6THS : 1.00 
IIAVELEN6THS : 339.80 
FILTER VALUES: .0000 
BRDF FACTORS: 1.0000 
------------100% Filter Re1erence-------------
Aye ERR MEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
DC RAW 
496.0 
TIME ilL CNT SM SM AYS AYS SDEV STDERR LOW HI6H FAe 
11:32:37 339.B 5 2528.B .014B 6811106.8 7172306.2 2202. .0137 7168494.4 7173868.4 lQ. 
Filter Reference Measurelent 
---AN6LE---- AY6 STDERR I'!EAS PPUC IIOR" 5DEY 5TDERR PPUC PPUC I NT 
YAW PITCH TIME WL CNT SM 511 A"/6 AY6 Aye PPUC PPUC LOW MI6M BRDF FAC 
90.0 .000 12:32:53 339.8 12 2527.9 .0103 29110.353 29117.132 28631.258 99.358 .0985 28B92.985 29266.558 .3026 10. 
Filter Reference I'!easure;ent 
---iln6i..E ---- AV6 STDERR I'!EA5 PPUC NORM SDEY STDERR PPUC PPUC I NT 
Y~W PITCH TIME 'ilL CNT SM 511 AY6 Aye Aye PPUC PPUC LOW HI6H BROF FAC 
90.0 .~OO 12:33:27 339.B 35 2527.7 .00561 29032.591 29039.333 28556.415 168.07 .0978 28672.183 29450.709 .3018 10. 
Filter Reference Measurelent 
---AN6LE---- AV6 5TDERR ~EA5 PPUC NORM 5DEY 5TDERR PPUC PPUC INT 
YAW PITCH TIllE NL CHT 511 511 AY6 AVS AYS PPUC PPUC LOM HI6H BRDF FAC 
90.0 .000 12:34:54 339.8 21 2527.6 .00799 29075.480 29082.242 28600.330 131.41 .0986 28886.1Bl 29286.538 .3021 10. 
------------100% Filter Reference-------------





CNT - 511-- -SII AYS -- -AV6-- SDEY --
5 252B.2 .0291 6875381.4 7243336.3 3721. 
STDERR LOW-- --11'1511--- --FAC-




















C:\SPIB-PC\lF600405,RTM RTM VER 3,00 SUERRERO 
04/05/91 12:43:47 
SCREENS 40WCO & 60SPEC,~1 
M£ASUR£HE~T5 ON 360,ONM 
BAS04 DIFFUSER ~OUNTED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITIONS 
DIVIDE BY 10 
Tolerance = .1000 
6EOMETRIC FACTOR = 75.7954 
INTE6RATION PERIOD = 1.00 
NUM8ER OF WAVELEN6THS = 1.00 
~AVELEN6THS : 3M. 00 
FILTER VALUES: .00(1) 
BRDF FACTORS: 1.0000 
------------100% Filter Reference-------------
AV6 ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC 
DC RA~ 
364,9 
Tl ~E ilL CNT SII SII AV6 AV6 SOEV 
12:45:48 360.0 5 2527.6 .00969 6255831.0 6561209.1 3667. 
Filter Reference ~easure.ent 
-- :N5LE----
y~~ ?iiCH TI~E ilL CNT 
AV6 STDERR MEAS PPUC NORI1 
SII A~6 AII6 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
STDERR LOll HI6H FAC 












156.39 .0983 26099,817 26826.994 .3021 10. 
Fi!ter Reference ~easure.ent 
---ANSLE---- AV6 STDERR /'lEAS PPUC HOR.'I SOEY STOERR 
YA~ PITCH TIME ilL CNT SII 51'\ AV6 AII6 AII6 PPUC PPUC 
90,1) .COO 12:49:06 360.0 43 2527.5 ,00549 26582.337 26587.990 26224,013 172.76 .0991 
Filter Relerence ~easur2.ent 
---AN6LE---- A'I6 STDERR MEAS PPUC NORII sOEII sTOERR 
YAW PITCH TIME WL CllT 511 SII AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
90.0 .000 12:50:52 360.0 47 2m.7 .00619 26549.906 26555.545 26189.119 181.53 .0997 
------------100% Filter Reference-----------:-
AII6 ERR /lEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
.. 
------- --DC RAN Tl~E ilL CHT SII 511 AV6 AV6 SDEY STDERR LOll 







26171,947 26860.079 .3029 10, 
PPUC PPUC INT 
LOll HIGH BROF FAC 
26137,412 26991. 845 .3025 10. 
pprJC INT 












C:\6PIB-PC\IFJI0~05.RT~ RT~ VER 3.00 
04/QS/91 11:00:50 
SCREEN 60RCO 
2 ~UARTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
~EASURE~ENTS ON 33t.2N~ 
BAS04 DIFFUSER "OutITED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 

















AVS ERR "EAS PPUC PPUC 
DC RAW TIllE ilL CHT Sit Sit AVS AVS SOEY 
431.3 11:04:21 331.2 5 2528.8 .0148 7477739.8 7911955.4 4580. 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
STDERR lOW HIGH FAC 
.0259 7905571.2 7917399.6 10. 
Filter Reference lIeasurelent 
---AHSLE---- AVS STDERR /lEAS PPUC IIOR" SDEY STDERR PPUC PPUC INT 
VAil PIiCH WIE III CNT SII SII ~V6 AVS AilS PPUC PPUC LOW HIGH BROF FAC 
90.0 .000 11:07:12 331.2 29 2529.2 .00892 311!1.8~e 31119.590 30695.150 163.92 .0978 30805.587 31454.320 .2941 10. 
Filter Referenc2 lIeisurelent 
---AHSLE---- AV5 STDERR I'!EAS PPUC HORI! SDEY STDERR PPUC PPUC INT 
Y~\i P ITCH TIllE III CIIT 511 Sit AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC LOll HI6H BRDF FAC 
90.0 .000 11:09:2' 331.2 31 2529.0 .C0734 31069.087 31076.309 3·'655.ZZ6 161.45 .0979 30829.058 31418.462 .2937 10. 
I Fil'ter- Reference "easurl!lent 





BliDF FAC VAil PITCH TIllE NL CNT SI1 AV6 AV6 AVS PPUC PPUC I 90.0 .000 11:09:40 331.2 16 511 2528.2 .00900 31041.7~8 31049.476 30625.682 120.99 .0973 30890.911 313Z4.255 .2934 10. 
I CC --RAW TlKE ilL 
------------100% Filter Reference-------------
AVS ERR /lEAS PPUC PPUC 
CIIT SII 511 AY6 -AYG" - ---- - -SDEV- .. 
PPUC PP!JC PPUC WT 
- STDERlnOlr ----1I16H-- - -FAG" -


























:\G?18-PC\lF170405.RTM RTM YER 3.00 
4105.191 10:27:24 
:REEN 125PCO 
QUARTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
EASUREHENT5 ON 317.SNN 
ASO~ DIFFUSER MOUNTED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 

















AY6 ERR HEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
IC RAW Tl ME III CNT 511 511 AV6 AV6 SDEV STDERR lO~ HIGH FAC 
~69.~ 10:31:08 317.5 5 2529.4 .0202 7655081.2 8109817.1 3989. .0220 8105601.4 8115012.2 10. 
'iller Reference lIeiSUr!lent 
---AlI6LE ---
rAW PITCH TIllE WL C1H 
/0.0 .000 10: 32: 54 317.5 47 
:ilt~r Reference Heasureaent 
---.l:'!6LE ----
(Alj PITCH Tl~E WL C1H 
~O.O . 000 10:34:50 317.5 26 
Filt~r Reference Meisurelent 
---AIISLE ----
YAII PITCH TI~E ilL CMT 





























NOR~ SDEY STDERR 
AII6 PPUC PPUC 
30971.250 212.30 .0992 
HORH 5DEY STDERR 
AY6 PPUG PPUC 
31)916.994 158.01 .0994 
NORM SDEY 5TDERR 
AY6 PPUC PPUC 




_EE!!_ ,_J.EA~ PPUC PPUC PPIJC PP'JC 
.-.-
DC RAI:i TIME ilL CNT 511 511 AV6 AVS'----SOEV - -- 5TOERR'lOli --
311. 1 10:~9:39 317.5 5 2528.6 ·.o:m 7634126.9 8086414 .1 1385. • 00766 9084361.9 
PPUC PPUC INT 
LO~ HI6H 6RDF FAG 
31)729.030 3167~.594 .2895 10. 
PPUC PPUC IN 
LOW HI6H B~DF FAC 
30840.835 31422.724 .2890 10 . 
PPUG ?PUC INT 
LO)! HIGH BRDF FAG 
30723.737 31m.339 .2896 10. 
PPUC INT 
HI6rt - 'FAC 




















~:\6PI8-PC\lF800405.RT~ RT~ VER 3.00 6UERRERO 
04/05/91 12:59:36 
SCREENS 40WCO ~ 1005PEO.NI 
MEASUREMENTS ON 380.0NM 
BAS04 DIFFUSER MOUNTED AT THE HORIZONTAL POSITION 
DIVIDE BY 10 
Tolerance : .1000 
6EOMETRIC FACTOR 
INTE6RATION PERIOD 











DC RAil TIME ilL 
325.7 13:07:35 380.0 
Filter Reference ~easure.ent 
---AN6LE----
YAii PfiCH iI~E ilL 
90.0 .000 13:09:39 380.0 






Y~II P ITCH TillE ilL C~IT 
90.0 .000 13: 10:59 380.0 38 
Filter Reference lIeasure.ent 
---AN6LE----
Y~1I PITCH TIllE WL CNT 
90.0 .000 13:12:35 380.0 17 
AV6 ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
S~ 51'! AY6 AY6 5DEV STDERR LOll 
2527.6 .om 7385619.0 7809356.5 2973. .0170 7804193.1 
AVS 5TDERR ~EAS PPUC NOR II SDEY 5TDERR 
SII SII AV6 AVS AVS PPUC PPUC 
252~. 4 .0100 31977.927 31986.107 31650.166 176.86 .0977 
AVS 5TDEilR IIEAS PPUC NORI'! SDEV STDERR 
511 511 AYS AVS AY6 PPUC PPUC 
2528.0 .00707 32039.914 32048.126 31717.647 193.71 .0981 
AV6 5TDERR /lEAS PPUC HORI'! SDEY STDERR 
SI'! 5/'1 AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 





PPUC PPUC IHT 
LOll HI6H BRDF FAC 
31583.815 32397.751 .3072 10. 
PPuc PPUC IHT 
LOll HI6H BROF FAe 
31484.825 32~59.233 .3078 10. 
PPUC PPIJC IHi 
lON HI6H BRDF FAC 
31666.447 32259.090 .3076 10. 
AV6 ERR ftEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
DC RA)I 
322.6 
TIllE ilL -- --tnT- -5/'1 ---- --SII ---~6 ---- AV6 - -- SDEV-- - -
13:16:09 380.0 S 2527.8 .00791 7386142.0 7809938.6 2449. 
-STDERR LDIt - -- HIGH FHC 






















Date )/-:2 - 'Z I 
Diffuser SiN 
Oiffuser Calibration Matrix 
Absolute Calibration 
oper~r GiJI'.!?.I.l Fec> 
QA ~ t. Date =4 .1,-4! 
Diffuser Part Number.35&4?7·a~{ Figure ref. t?4a£~ ~~===------------
Done ~N~o~t~e~s~ __________________ __ 
wavelength: 312.5 om File IF (1..0 /.fO 2. (/?iM 
(FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL ND3 FILTER ;!IIS:''''~' 
o 180 







(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 
Wavelength: 317.5 om 
(FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT 
0 180 
.- -- -- - ~ 
"----- ----
File /F/7Q'j07-. !)TIA. 
INSTALL ND3 FILTER 
yr-
--- ---. 
(F6) Diffuser Measurement: Install Diffuser Under Test 
0 90 tf 0 90 
0 90 )1' 
(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 






















Wavelengtht 331.2 om File !r..JltJ'ttJ2.i?Tr'1 
(FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL ND3 FILTER 
o 180 ,t{J 







(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 ~' 
Wavelength: 339.8 om 
(FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL ND3 FILTER 
o 180 







(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 
Wavelength: 360.0 om File /E~Ot2'iOZ, i~7t0 
. ___ CF~L_ Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL ND3 FILTER 
o 180 







(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 





















...... . . .. . ... - ..•. --- .. --- .... - . ..... -. .. . - ... _-_. 
Wavelengthl 380.0 om 
(FS) Source Intensity: DO NOT INSTALL NDJ FILTER 
o 180 41'. 







(FS) Repeat Source Intensity: 
o 180 



























,e-PC\lF120402.RT~ RT~ YER 3.00 
'91 08:34:59 
j 80PCO 
lTZ DIFFUSERS ! E~TRANCE SLIT 
lE~ENTS ON 312.5NM 
E BY 10 
.nee = .1000 
TRIC FACTOR = 75.7'154 
RATION PERIOD = 1.00 
R OF WAVELEN6THS = 1.00 
EN6THS = 312.50 
R VALUES: .0000 
FACTORS: 1. 0000 
6UERRERO 
------------1001 Filter Referenee-------------
AVS ERR "EAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
III 
l 
TI~E lIL CNT SM 5" AVS AVS SDEV STDERR LOW HISH FAC 
08:41:54 312.5 5 2526.4 .0202 5667083.2 5918272.9 4694. .0355 5911299.9 5922964.8 10. 
~r Reference ~easure.ent 
~1i6LE---- AilS STDERR ~EAS PPUC HORM SDEY STDERR 
PITCH TII'IE ~l CiiT S~ S~ AV6 A'/6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
. 000 08:46:15 312.5 51 2526.2 .00512 22907.901 22912.099 2262'1.643 162.61 .0994 
~r Refer~nce ~e'5ure!ent 
ANSlE---- AVS STOERR "EAS PPUC NORM SDEY STDERR 
PITCH TInE ~L CNT 51'1 SI'I AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
.000 08:48:33 312.5 23 2526.7 .OQ841 22985.719 22'189.945 22703.127 110.06 .0998 
:er Reference ~ea5urelent 
"ANSLE ---- A'I6 5TDERR /'lEAS PPUC NORM SDEY STDERR 
PITCH TInE WL CIlT Sit 511 AVS AY6 AYS PPUC PPUC 
• ,)00 05:4'1:31 312.5 ,-. .. c .. • .. . OO!7 4 2:~!;7. b 92 22961.909 2267'.127 197.54 .Wi9 01 ~."..:.).w 
-----------100% "m ter -Reference:.-------------
AYS ERR "EAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
WI rm ilL CHT 511 511 AYS AVS 50EV STDERR LOll 
.3 08:55:07 312.5 5 2526.4 .00970 5662637.2 5913437.3 1923. .0145 5910167.8 
PPUC PPUC I~T 
lOW HI6H SRDF FAC 
22488.104 23261.187 .2898 10 . 
PPUC PPUC INT 
LOll HI6H 8ROF FAC 
22753.81Q 23154.807 .2908 10. 
PPUC PPUC INT 
LOll HIGH 8RDF FAC 
22528.128 23565.391 .2904 10. 


























~TI DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
~Er.EHTS FOR 317.SNII 
E BY 10 
ance : .1000 
TRIC FACTOR : 75.7954 
RArION PERIOD : 1.00 
R OF WAVELENSTHS : 1.00 
.EI16THS = 317.50 
:R VALUES: .0000 
FACTORS: 1.0000 
RTII VER 3.00 GUERRERO 
------------100% Filter Referenc!-------------
AV6 ERR KEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
TIllE liL CNT 511 511 AV6 AV6 SOEV STOERR lOW HI6H FAC 
09:46:01 317.5 5 2527.0 .0177 7935912.8 8424082.3 3334. .0177 8419622.9 8428852.9 10. 
er Reference lIeasure;ent 
AH6lE---- AVS STDERR IIEAS PPUC NORII SOEV STOERR 
PITCH TI~E III ClfT 511 511 AVS AVS AVS PPUC PPUC 
.000 09:48:39 317.5 36 2526.9 .00722 33952.708 33961.934 33661.647 853.26 .~19 
:er Reference lIeasurelent 
-AIISlE----
P ITCH TIllE liL C11T 
.000 09:50:11 317.5 52 
ter Reference lIeasure.ent 
-AN6LE----
P ITCH TIllE III CIIT 







STOERR IIEAS PPUC HORH SDEV STDERR 
511 AVS AV6 AVS Pf'UC PPUC 
.00686 33327.764 33336.649 33038.913 237.66 .0989 
STDERR /lEAS PPIJC HORII SDEV STOERR 
511 AVS AV6 A'/6 PPUC PPUC 
.00515 33291).559 33299.424 33009.5H 205.85 .0990 
:'---:'-';--:--(01)7. -F i Iter Reference-"'-----------
AVS ERR IIEAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
RAil TIllE lIL CNT 511 511 AVS AVS 5DEV STDERR LOll 
l.2 10:00:40 317.5 5 2526.8 .00792 7943591.2 8432691.0 3040. .0161 8429839.5 
PPUC PPUC INT 
lOll HI6H SRDF FAC 
32984.039 36323.347 .3029 10. 
PPUC PPUC lilT 
lOli HIGH SRDF FAC 
32960.115 34025.450 .2973 10. 
PPUC PPUC I1IT 
LOll HISH BRDF FAC 







N 60RCO \ bOSPEO.NI 
RTM VER 3.00 
10:17:48 
6UERRERO 
RTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
RE~ENTS FOR 331.2NH 
'E BY 10 
'anc~ = .1000 
:TRIC FACTOR = 75.7954 
iRAT I ON PER I 00 = 1.00 
:R OF WAVELEN6THS = 1.00 
.E.~STHS = 331. 20 
::R VALUES: .0000 
FACTORS: 1.0000 
------------1001 Filt~r Reference-------------
AilS ERR /lEAS PPUC PPUC 
1856276.8 188 
------------1001 Filter Reference-------------
AilS ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC 
All 
1 
T I ME WL CIH 5/1 511 AII6 AilS SDEV 
10:21:33 331.2 5 2526.2 .0194 536231b.2 ~609152.2 2944. 
PPUC 
HIGH FAC 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
sTOERR LOW HI6H FAC 
.0235 5605172.8 5612928.7 10. 
:~r Reterence lIeasurelent 
·H/16LE---- AVS sTOERR /lEAS PPUC NORM sDEII sTDERR PPUC PflUC INT 
PITCH T IHE WL CNT 
.000 10:23:32 331.2 56 
511 
2526.2 
51: AV6 AilS A'I6 PPUC PPUC 
.00535 22775.352 22780.002 22344.072 168.94 .0991 
LOW HI6H 8RDF FAe 
22328.677 23238.558 .3019 lC. 
ter Reference Heasureient 
-AN6LE----
PITCH TI~E WL CNT 
o .000 10:25:49 331.2 56 





PITCH T[~E NL eNT 511 
o .000 10:28:40 331.2 83 2525.9 
STDERR ~EA5 PPUC NORM SOEII STOERR 
511 AV6 AII6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
.00557 22896.197 22900.391 21465.920 170.87 .0997 
PPUC PPUC INT 
LOW HI6H FROF FAC 
22555.328 23249.842 .3036 10. 
5TDERR flEAS -PPUC - NORI1 sDEV -ST9ERR-- --fPUC _ PPUC _____ l1iT 
511 AV6 AilS AV6 PPUC PPUC LOll HIGH BRDF FAC 




AilS ERR /lEAS PPUC PPUC 
T r ~E ~L CIIT 511 511 AYS AVG SOEV 
10:34:51 331.2 5 2525.8 .00792 5395686.6 5623638.9 3680. 
PPUC PPUC PPUC JNT 
STDERR LOW HI6H FAC 




















,6PIB-PC\lF390402.RT~ RT~ VER 3.00 
'0219l 11:27:01 
IEENS lOORCO • lOOSPE9.HI 
JUARTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
~SURE~ENTS FOR 339.BNK 

















AV6 ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC 
: R~II 
. 9.5 
TI~E ilL CIIT 511 SII AV6 AV6 SOEV 
11:28:33 339.8 5 2525.8 .00792 6304242.4 6614305.7 4060 . 
~t-F Ri~er.oc. ~easurelent IW'OIz.. ....... .c..c:...,- v~ ~t.L'" 
~~ A PPUC NORII 
~II PITCH TI!1E liL CNT S~ 511 A.Y2. ___ AV6 
,¥') i~ee 11.29.51 ,,31.B 14 2525.9 .00877 496.8597 496.8617 247.3451 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
STDERR LOll HI6H FAC 
.0275 6609493.3 0618862.8 10. 
SDEY STDE~R PPUC PPUC 
LCII HI6H eROF FAC 
23.495 1.26 452.4918 
ilter Reference lIeasuresent 
---HtI6LE ---- AV6 5 TDERR ~EAS PPUC llORII 50EV STOERR ?PUC PPUC I~T 
Ali PITCH TlI'!E l:IL C1H 511 
2526.4 
511 AV6 AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC LOll HIEH 8RDF FAC 
26674.079 27122.322 .3054 10. Q.O .000 11:32:27 339.8 23 .00819 26901.008 26906.797 26650.545 128.23 .0994 
'ilter Relerence ~ea5urelent 
---AIf5LE---- AV6 STDERR /lEA5 PPUC NORK 
'All PITCH TI1IE ilL CNT 511 5/1 AV6 AV6 AV6 
,ft 1'\ 
.000 tf.1't • .,~ 339.8 44 2526.2 .00708 26930.944 26936.746 26683. IBl ,' .. '" - .... .., ....... 
.. - --._-_. __ . 
~ilt~r Reference lIeasuresent 
---AlI6LE ---- AV6 STDERR ~EAS PPUC HORM 
YAII PITCH TIllE ilL CIIT SII SII AV6 AV6 AY6 
90.0 .000 11:35:13 339.8 41 2525.8 .00690 26955.422 26961. 235 26711.431 
------------1001 Filter Reference-------------
Ail6 ERR nEAS PPUC PPUC 
DC RAil 
228.2 
TInE ilL CNT SI1 51'1 AYS AV6 SOEY 
12:37:17 339.8 5 2525.8 .0148 6310966.6 6621683.3 2226. 
SOEY 5TOERR PPUC PPUC INT. 
PPUC PPUC lOW HI6H BRDF FAC 
178.28 .0998 26482.788 27368.979 .31)58 10. 
. ._------ ---. . - - -.-
SDEY STDERR PPUC PPUC INT 
PPIJC PPUC LOll HI6H BRDF FAC 
170.31 .0987 26554.6513 27360.295 .31)61 10. 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
STDERR LOll HI6H FAC 




















::\S?IB-PC\lf600402.RTM RTM 'IER 3.00 
)4/02/91 12:~~:35 
SCREE~S 40NCO , hOSPED.NI 
2 QUARTZ DIfFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
MEASUREMENTS FOR 360.0NM 

















AilS ERR "EAS PPUC PPUC 
DC RAW TIME Wl CNT 51'1 511 AilS AilS 50EV 
238.1 12:46:23 360.0 5 2527.6 .0202 6203763.2 6504141.1 1566. 
12:46:34 360.0 5 2527.0 .000 6208617.6 6509400.0 2626. 
Filter Reference ~e.5ure.ent 
---A1iSLE---- II.lU?IUl..u:r 'I AW AV&(,~STDERR /lEAS P?UC 
~c. E[TCll. TillE III C~IT 5,'1 511 AYS AVS 
.000 \...000 )Z"!'"48:57 360.0 5 2527.8·---;'t • 
L2:~e---; 2526.9 .00949 2687.1914 2687.3647 2449.4034 
Filter Refer~nce "e~sure~ent 
---ANSLE---- AilS SiOERR IIEAS PPUC IIORII 
WI P ITCH TIllE WL CIIT SII 5,'1 AilS AVS AY6 
90.0· .000 12:50:20 360.0 H 2526.5 .00555 16908.385 26914.177 26688.115 
12:52:16 360.0 42 2526.5 .00636 26797.565 26803.310 26570.760 
rilter Reierenc: ~2i5ure.er.t 
---AH6LE---- AII6 -STOERR /lEAS PPUC NOR~ 
YA~ PITCH rrr.E ilL CIIT 511 5/1 AII6 AilS AV6 
91).0 .000 12:54:08 360.0 48 2526.6 . :004'10 2675Z:843-20768 .572 ·2654Ulb-
12:56:02 360.0 42 2526.5 .00622 26776.300 26782.035 26549.481 
Filter Reference /leasure~ent 
---AN6LE---- AilS STOERR /lEAS PPUC NOR/I 
YAII PITCH TIHE WL CHT 511 511 AilS AY6 AY6 
90.0 .000 12:57:4'1 360.0 51 2526.8 .00643 26880.980 26886.760 26656.916 
12:59:50 359.9 51 2526.6 .00576 26835.988 26841. 749 26607,600 
------------100% Filter Reference-------------
AilS ERR /lEA5 PPUC PPUC 
OC RAW TIllE ilL CNT SH 511 AilS AilS SOEY 
215.1 13:03:51) 300.0 5 2527. 4 .00'169 6214507.0 6515913.4 4179. 







.0108 6501516.8 6505559.7 10. 
.0180 6506859.2 6512748.7 10. 




SOEY STOERR PPUC ppue 
PPUC PPUC LOll HIGH 
186.12 .0988 26570.945 27408.246 
173.24 .09'17 2633~.705 27190.381 
SUt'i 5iuERii F?UC PrUC 
PPUC PPUC LOW HIGH 
i84.·58 .0995- -n317.288. 21207. '16'1 
173.01 .0997 26408.726 271H.087 
SOE'! STDERR PPUC PPuc 
PPUC PPUC LOll HI6H 
18'1.32 .0986 26513.161 27381. 925 
188.09 .0981 26357.715 27222.77S 
PPUC PPUC PPUC INT 
5TOERR LOll HI6H FAC 
• 0287 6510072.'1 0519496.7 10 • 
.028-4 6S1~9.ll.1 0524887.4 10. 
INT 
BRCF FAC 
































:(6PIB-PC\IFB00402.RT~ RTM VER 3.00 
4/02/91 w 13:20:17 
C~W/S ~rco & 100SPED. N I 
~UARTZ DIFFUSERS @ ENTRANCE SLIT 
EASUREMENTS FOR J80.0NM 
IVICE BY 10 
olerance : .1000 
EOMEIRIC FACTOR : 75.7954 
HTESRATION PERIOD : 1.00 
!UMBER OF WAVELEN6THS : 1.00 
fAVELEN6THS : 3eo.00 
. IL TER VALUES= .0000 
lRDF FACTORS: 1.0000 
6UERRERO 
------------1001 Filter Reference-------------
AVS ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC 







., ... - ------ -
DC RAil 
m.2 13:21:49 380.0 5 2527.2 .0148 7292168.2 7705403.3 2766. .0161 7702652.7 7708766.0 10. 
Filtar Reference ~easureaent 
---AH6lE---- AV6 STDERR !!EAS PPUC NORII SOEY STOERR 
VAij PITCH TI~E ilL C~T 511 511 AV6 AY6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
90.0 .000 13:23:39 380.0 33 2527.4 .00706 32159.863 32168.136 31916.878 182.93 .0990 
Filter Reference !!easureaent 
---AHSlE---- AV6 STDERR ~EAS PPUC ~OR/'I SOEY STDE~R 
YAW PITCH TIME WL CNT 51! 51! AVS AV6 AV6 PPUC PPUC 
90.0 .000 13:25:05 380.0 10 2527.0 .00634 32215.127 32223.~29 31976.803 101.27 .0994 
Filter Reference I!easureaent 
---AN6LE---- AV6 STDERR /lEAS PPUC NOR!! SuEV STCERR 
YAW PITCH TI/'1E ilL CIIT SI'I 511 AilS AV6 AVS PPUC PPUC 
90.0 .ceo 13:25:35 3S0.? H 2527.0 .00670 32289.431 3129;.771 32051.095 Zll.~3 .0992 
--. -.- --.. _- -- -.. 
"------- _. - -. _. 
------------1001 Filter Reference-------~-----
AY6 ERR ~EAS PPUC PPUC PPUC PPUC 
DC RAil W1E ilL CNT SII SII AV6 AVS SOEY STDERR LOll 
486.9 13:30:10 379.9 5 2526.0 .0250 7283978.4 7696299.2 2756. .0160 7693797.7 
PPUC PPUC IHT 
lOll HI6H BRDF FAC 
31860.856 32538.875 .3140 10. 
PPUC PPUC un 
LOV HISH BRDF FAC 
32058.787 32415.020 .3145 10. 
PPUC PPUC HIT 
lOll HI6H ~ROF FHC 
1'QCQ tJ.( 
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~ OPTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. _________ A_S_u_Os_ld_ia_rv_o_'_Ko_II_m_or~ge_n_C_or_p_or_~1_Io_n __________________________________________ ___ 
Emphasizing Precision and Accuracy 
REPORT OF CALIBRATION 
of 
One Standard of Spectral Irradiance 
customer: Perkin Elmer 
Pomona, CA 91767 
Purchase Order No: 13369 BC 
1. Material. 
One 1000-Watt (FEL) quartz-halogen tungsten coiled-coil filament 
lamp Standard of Spectral Irradiance (Medel FEL-A) was supplied by 
Optronic Laboratories and bears the designation F-239. 
2. Method of Calibration and Standards. 
See "Instructions for Using the optronic Laboratories lOOO-Watt FEL 
Tungsten-Halogen Lamp Standards of Total and Spectral Irradiance", 
a copy of which is enclosed. See particularly the paragraphs 
relating to the alignment and operation of the standard. 
3. Results. 
The spectral irradiance of Standard F-239 at a distance of 50 cm 
·,.;hen operated at 8.00 a!r!peres dc is given in attached Table 1. 
Information pertaining to the accuracy and long term stability is 
___ given .inthe attached instructions. 
Project No: 900-502 
Date: April 13, 1989 
Calibration Certified by: 
OPTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 
Deborah Griffit 
Radiometrist 




















OPTRONIC LABORATORIES CALIBRATION REPORT 
TABLE 1 
Spectral Irradiance of Standard F-239 in Microwatts/cm% per Nanometer 
Wavelength Interval at a Distance of 50 cm when 

























* Actual NIST wavelengths. 
Project No: 900-502 












































~ __ ~~~~:!~:~~~~~~~~~:~_,~_~_~_~A_evT_O_R_IE_S_,I_N_C. ____ __ 
Harch 1987 
Instructions for U~ing the Optronic Laboratories 1000-Watt 
FEL Tungsten-Halogen Lamp Standards of Total and Spectral Irradiance 
General 
These instructions cover the use of tungsten-filament quartz-halogen 
lamps issued as standards of total and spectral irradiance. The lamps 
employed are commercial G.E. type FEL 1000-Watt lamps having a 
tungsten coiled-coil filament enclosed in a small quartz envelope. 
(Figure 1) The lamp bases have been converted to a medium bipost base 
which can be used with a kinematic lamp holder (see Figure 2), 
allowing the lamps to be r~nloved and replaced repeatably in the same 
position. 
Spectral irradiance values are given for the wavelength range of 0.25 
to 2.5 ~m. The radiant intensity of the entire lamp as mounted in the 
manner prescribed below is measured and reported. The totalirradiance 
of th~se lamps is based on the radiance of a blackbody asciefin=d by 
the Stefan-Saltzman radi~tion law. Th= assign~d value~ of tot~l 
irradiance have estimated uncertainties of ~lX. 
The spectral irradiance from these lamps over th~ wavelength range of 
250 ~m to 1600 nm is based on the National Bureau of Standards 1973 
scale of spectral irradiance. Values of spectral irradiance from 1600 
nm to 2400 nm are based on the NBS 1986 spectral irradiance scale ~nd 
the va~ue at 2500 nm is based on the modified NBS 1963 spe~tral 
irradiance scale. The reported uncertainty of the N8S irradiance 
scales along with uncertainty associated with the transfer from the 























Alignment and Orientation 
Transfer Uncertainty 










The following proceduro should b~ carefully followed when setting up 
the standard for calibcation purposes: 
-1-




















OPTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 
A Sutls.d.arv 01 KolimorgeM Corooral.OM 
Emphasizing Precision and Accuracy 
REPORT OF CALIBRATION 
of 
One Standard of Spectral Irradiance 
Model FEL-A, SIN: F·231 
Project No: 901·397 Date: 11 Mnrch 1221 





















OPTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 
A Su051dlary 01 Kollmorgen Corooralion 
Emphasizing Precision and Accuracy 
REPORT OF CALIBRATION 
of 
One Standard of Spectral Irradiance 
Perkin Elmer 
Pomona, CA 91767 
Purchase Order No: 26738 BH 
1. Material. 
One 1000-Watt (FEL) quartz-halogen tungsten coiled-coil filament 
lamp Standard of Spectral Irradiance (Model FEL-A) was supplied by 
Optronic Laboratories and bears the designation F-281. 
2. Method of Calibration and Standards. 
See "Instructions for Using the Optronic Laboratories lOOO-Watt FEL 
Tungsten-Halogen Lamp Standards of Total and Spectral Irradiance", 
a copy of which is enclosed. See particularly tr-,e paragraphs 
relating to the alignment and operation of the standard. 
3. Results. 
The spectral irradiance of Standard F-281 at a distance of 50 
when operated at 8.00_ amperes dc is given in attached Table .i.. 
Information pertaining to the accuracy and long term stability 
cm 
is 
given in. the .attachedj.nsj;.r_1.J~t;i~S; .... ___________ _ 
Project No: 901-397 
Date: 11 March 1991 
Calibration certified by: 
OPTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC. 




















OPTRONIC LAnORATORIES CALmRATION REPORT 
TABLE 1 
Spectral Irradiance of Standard F-281 in Microwatts/cm1 per Nanometer 
Wavelength Interval at a Distance of 50 cm when 


















































** Effective July 1, 1990, the International Temperature Scale of 
1990 has been implemented in NIST calibration services for 
optical radiometry. This has resulted in small changes in the 
spectral irradiance scale. Values given in Table 1 reflect 
these changes. 
Project No: 901-397 





















OPTRONIC LABORATORIES INC. 
A SutlS.d.ary 01 KOllmorgen CorgOrallon ' 
Ernphasi>:ing Precision and Accuracy ~ 
-------------------------------------
Mlrch 1987 
Instructions for Using the Optronic L:.lborntories IOOO-Watt 
FEL Tungsten-Halogen Lamp Standards of Total and Spectral Irrndiance 
General 
These instructions cover the use of tungsten-filament quartz-halogen 
lamps issued as standards of total and spectral irradiance. The lamps 
employed are commercial G.E. type FEL 1000-Watt lamps having a tungsten 
coiled-coil filament enclosed in a small quartz envelope. (Figure 1) 
The lamp bases have been converted to a medium bipost base which can be 
used with a kinematic lamp holder (see Figure 2), allowing the lamps to 
be removed and replaced repeatably in ~he same position. 
Spectral irradiance values are given for the wavelength range of 0.25 
to 2.5 ~m. The radiant intensity of the entire lamp as mounted in the 
manner prescribed below is measured and reported. The total irradiance 
of these lamps is based on the radiance of a blacy~ody as defined by the 
Stefan-Soltzman radiation law. The assigned values of total irradiance 
have estimated uncertainties of ~l%. 
The spectral irradiance from these lamps over the wavelength range of 
250 nm to 1600 nm is based on the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology 1973 scale of spectral irradianc(!. Values of spectral 
irradiance from 1600 nm to 2400 nm are based on the NIST 1986 spectral 
irradiance scale and the value at 2500 nm is based on the modified HIST 
1963 spectral irradiance scale. The reported uncertainty of the NIST 
irradiance scales along with uncertainty associated with the transfer 
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5pline j:::f Ana.Jys i s 
Carousel 4 Summary 
4 R Goniometric Reflectivity, f(yaw), fixed pitch = 0 
RhoJ(yaw) 125 124 122 120 100 90 80 60 40 
312.5 0.41807 0.41394 0.40419 0.39503 0.31780 0.26322 0.21437 0.15985 0.14687 0.13643 
317.5 0.41726 0.41209 0.40278 0.39398 0.31722 0.282e3 0.21408 0.15938 0.14672 0.13626 
331.2 0.42906 0.42488 0.41455 0.40605 0.32733 0.27110 0.22091 0.164!59 0.15129 0.14040 
339.8 0.43433 0.43022 0.41887 0.40987 0.33147 0.27471 0.22396 0.16666 0.15352 0.14224 
360 0.44985 0.44489 0.43435 0.42447 0.34287 0.28328 0.22951 0. 17061 0.1 5652 0. 1 4545 
380 0.46740 0.46223 0.-'8088 o..wo:M 0.35394 0.29088 0.23440 0.17319 0.158&4 0.14700 
312.5 0.00072 0.00225 0.00152 0.00153 0.00338 0.00320 0.001 1 2 0.00259 0.00357 0.001 eo 
317.5 0.00088 0.00226 0.00120 0.00241 0.00303 0.00279 0.00168 0.00313 0.00398 0.00236 
331.2 0.00060 0.0026S 0.00052 0.00275 0.00194 0.00228 0.00161 0.00189 0.00241 0.00312 
339.8 0.00117 0.00229 0.00076 0.00163 0.00229 0.00329 0.00171 0.00156 0.00211 0.00345 
360 0.00084 0.00119 0.00240 0.00228 0.00231 0.00252 0.00227 0.00189 0.00199 0.00272 
380 0.00074 0.001 03 0.00190 0.00162 0.00220 0.00140 0.00227 0.00270 0.00218 0.0026S 
4 S Goniometric Reflectivity, f(yaw), fixed pitch = 0 
Rho_f(yaw) 125 124 122 120 100 90 80 60 
312.5 0.43432 0.42985 0.41962 0.40819 0.33036 0.27411 0.22157 0.161 08 
317.6 0.43500 0.43028 0.41933 0.40980 0.33067 0.27454 0.22204 0.16140 
331.2 0.44786 0.44262 0.431'55 0.42212 0.34098 0.28314 0.22879 0.16616 
339.8 0.45395 0.44911 0.43765 0.42793 0.34589 0.28723 0.23214 0.16881 
360 0.46951 0.46411 0.45284 0.44319 0.35693 0.29579 0.23830 0.17228 






0.1 5508 0.14404 
0. 15712 0. 14567 
312.5 0.00088 0.00173 0.00318 0.00266 0.002S2 0.00217 0.00275 0.00086 0.00000 0.00147 
317.5 0.00243 0.00188 0.00427 0.00264 0.00220 0.00279 0.00062 0.00086 0.0021 e 0.00130 
331.2 0.00064 0.00201 0.00345 0.00190 0.00220 0.00304 0.00164 0.00154 0.00037 0.00145 
339.8 0.00130 0.00153 0.00278 0.00117 0.00261 0.00284 0.00172 0.00074 0.00156 0.00037 
380 0.00074 0.00071 0.001 09 0.001 1 1 0.00091 0.00125 0.00054 0.00074 0.00047 0.00023 
380 0.001 06 0.00091 0.00110 0.00112 0.00091 0.001 09 0.00112 0.00112 0.0008& 0.00027 
4 W Goniometric Reflectivity, f(yaw), fixed pitch = 0 
RhoJ(yaw) 125 124 122 120 100 90 80 eo 50 40 
312.5 0.43587 0.4301 0 0.42033 0.40975 0.32431 0.28803 0.21714 0.16004 0.14489 0.13!560 
317.5 0.43488 0.42935 0.41885 0.40875 0.32347 0.26794 0.21722 0.16014 0.14462 0.13515 
331.2 0.44670 0.44101 0.43046 0.41886 0.33295 0.27611 0.22427 0.16566 0.14944 0.13931 
339.8 0.44990 0.44413 0.43361 0.42320 0.33875 0.27894 0.226&4 0.16752 0.15108 0.14123 
360 0.45147 0.44699 0.43460 0.42461 0.33910 0.28152 0.22938 0.16901 0.15270 0.14209 
380 0.45671 0.45128 0.4401 1 0.42965 0.34450 0.28612 0.23318 0.17150 0. 1 5486 0.14417 
312.5 0.00089 0.00263 0.00168 0.00211 0.001158 0.00342 0.00200 0.00090 0.00290 0.00157 
317.5 0.00240 0.00202 0.00214 0.00163 0.00228 0.00080 0.00307 0.00187 0.00429 0.00031 
331.2 0.001 eo 0.00137 0.00051 0.00229 0.00110 0.00177 0.00043 0.00198 0.002S7 0.001 00 
339.8 0.001 02 0.00162 0.00167 0.00127 0.001 04 0.00097 0.00195 0.00112 0.00354 0.00150 
360 0.00074 0.000l50 0.00068 0.00083 0.00119 0.00089 0.00041 0.00168 0.00192 0.00182 





















date: 11 November, 1991 
This file extends the cubic spline fit comparison of the 4W, 380nm example to 
cover the three surfaces at all wavelengths. No surprises are expected here; 
the fits are all expected to agree within a percent of the measured rho(90) 
reflectivities. Two complete cubic spline interpolations are performed for 
each diffuser surface - one employing the complete set of yaw data to predict 
rho(90), the other using only yaw values between 40 and 120 degrees inclusive. 
~ The abbreviated yaw range was used to be consistent with the earlier Matlab 
cubic sp olation reported for the irradiance response calibrations. 
IMPORT DIFFUSER REFLECTIVITY DATA AND ARRANGE IN COLUMNS ..•. 
4W SPLINE INTERPOLATION ...•.... 
M .- READPRN{W4DATA) 
M .- (MT) 0.43587 0.43486 0.4467 0.4499 0.45147 
0.4301 0.42935 0.44101 0.44413 0.44599 
0.42033 0.41885 0.43046 0.43361 0.4346 
0.40975 0.40875 0.41966 0.4232 0.42461 
0.32431 0.32347 0.33295 0.33675 0.3391 
M = 0.26803 0.26794 0.27611 0.27894 0.28152 
0.21714 0.21722 0.22427 0.22664 0.22936 
0.16004 0.16014 0.16566 0.16752 0.16901 
0.14489 0.14482 0.14944 0.15108 0.1527 
0.1355 0.13515 0.13931 0.14123 0.14209 
BUILD A MODIFIED ARRAY, MISSING YAW 90 DATA 
i := 0 .. 8 k := 0 .• 5 
Mpr 'f[' > 5,M ,M] .- 1. 1._ 
8-i,k i+1,k i,k 
0.1355 0.13515 0.1393,1 0.14123 0.14209 
0.14489 0.14482 0.14944 0.15108 0.1527 
0.16004 0.16014 0.16566 0.16752 0.16901 
0.21714 0.21722 0.22427 0.22664 0.22936 
Mpr = 0.32431 0.32347 0.33295 0.33675 0.3391 
0.40975 0.40875 0.41966 0.4232 0.42461 
0.42033 0.41885 0.43046 0.43361 0.4346 
0.4301 0.42935 0.44101 0.44413 0.44599 




















These data are then fit to cubic splines against the following yaw vector 











The abbreviated, or short set, uses 
40 < yaw < 120, as was originally 
used in the cubic spline fits. 
is : = 0 .. 5 
Yaw short := Yaw 
is is 
only 



























date: 11 November, 1991 
This file fits diffuser 4W goniometric reflectivity to a cubic spline to 
determine a fit value of rho(90). This value is then compared to a measured 
value of rho(90). 
diffuser data for pitch = 0, lambda = 380nm. 
125 . 456711 truncated data . 
124 .451284 
122 .44011 40 .144167 
120 .429645 50 .154862 
100 .344504 60 .171499 
yawl .- 90 rho1 .- .286116 80 .23318 .- .-
80 .23318 yaw3 .- 100 rho 3 .- .344504 .- .-
60 .171499 120 .429645 
50 .154862 122 .44011 
40 .144167 124 .451284 
125 .456711 
Rearrange the data, in MathCAD i := 0 •• 9 
yaw2 .- yawl splines require x in increasing values ..... 
i 9-i 
rho2 := rho1 
i 9-i 
Set up another array to fit spline to 40 < yaw < 120. 
This abbreviated yaw fit is analogous to that 
performed in the original irradiance response test, 
when rho(90) was computed from goniometric data. 
k := 0 •. 5 
rho4 := rho3 yaw4 := yaw3 
k k k k 
Interpolate using truncated data set, 40 < yaw < 120 degrees. 
vc short := cspline(yaw4,rho4) 
rho_short (x) := interp(vc_short,yaw4,rho4,x) 
rho_short (90) = 0.28586 
rho_short (90) - rho2 
4 




rel err short = -9.0904·10 
The cubic spline yields a 
0.1% error in the computed 
value of rho 90 if yaw values 
between 40 and 120 are used 
in the cspline interpolation. 
compute a relative error based on fitting a cubic spline to the full Yaw 
set. (ie, if the extended region around Yaw=90 is fit, does this improve 




















Long data set interpolation •..•• 
vC_long := cspline(yaw3,rh03) build a coefficient array on long 
data set. 
rho_long (x) := interp(vc~10ng,yaw3,rh03,x) 
rho_long (90) = 0.28845 Interpolate a rho(90) based on the 
extended yaw set. 




Using the longer yaw set to predict 
rho(90) results in a 0.8% error. 
Set up plot to compare fit to measured reflectivities •...• 
x := 40 .• 124 
4w goniometric data with cubic spline fit 
(Spline does not include fit to rho(90) 
dotted: spline on truncated yaw 
0.5 
rho short(x),rho 10ng(x),rh02 







































NOw, compute the spline fits for each wavelength (k) and determine the 
percent deviation from the observed rho(90)'s at the 6 wavelengths. This 
process is repeated for both long yaw (ly) and short yaw (sy) data sets . 
cv_sy(k) . - cSPline[YaW_short,MPr_short<k>] 
cv_ly(k) := cSPline[yaW,MPr<k>] 
rho 90 fit sy 
- k 
.- interp[cv_SY(k),YaW_short,MPr_short<k>,90] 
rho 90 fit ly 
- - - k 
rho 90 act := M 
k 5,k 
• 
[rhO_90_act - rho_90_fit_sy 1 pct_error_sy := . 100 
rho 90 act 
. 
[rhO_90_act - rho_90_fit_ly 1 pct_error_ly := . 100 
rho 90 act 
============================================================================= 
Results: 
Full Yaw Spline 
pct error ly 





















note: positive errors 




4W SPLINE INTERPOLATION ....... . 
Plot the fit against the measured reflectivity data. 
k := 5 
x := 40,42 .• 126 
Y := rho 90 act 
k 
the plot will only consider A=380nm. 
short yaw set 
this is for the long yaw set fit 
DIFFUSER REFLECTIVITY vs CUBIC SPLINE 
INTERPOLATION at A = 380nm, 
solid: short yaw set spline 
d tt d xt d d I' 0 e : e en e yaw set sp. l.ne 
0.5 



































4R SPLINE INTERPOLATION .•.•.... 
Mpr short := Mpr 
- is,k is,k 
NOw, compute the spline fits for each wavelength (k) and determine the 
percent deviation from the observed rho(90)'s at the 6 wavelengths. This 
process is repeated for both long yaw (ly) and short yaw (sy) data sets. 
cv_sy(k) := cSPline[yaW_short,MPr_short<k>] 
cv_ly(k) := cSPline[yaW,MPr<k>] 
rho 90 fit sy 
- - - k 
:= interp[cv_SY(k),yaW_short,MPr_short<k>,90] 
rho 90 fit ly 
- k 
.- interp[cv_lY(k) ,YaW,MPr<k>,90] 
rho 90 act := M 
k 5,k 
. 
[rhO_90_act - rho_90_fit_sy 1 pct_error_sy:= ·100 
rho 90 act 
• 
[rhO_90_act - rho_90_fit_ly 1 pct_error_ly := . 100 




Full Yaw Spline 
pct error ly 




















note: positive errors 























4R SPLINE INTERPOLATION ....... . 
Plot the fit against the measured reflectivity data. 
k := 5 the plot will only consider A=380nm. 
x .- 40,42 •• 126 
Y := rho 90 act 
k 
short yaw set 
this is for the long yaw set fit 
DIFFUSER REFLECTIVITY vs CUBIC SPLINE 
INTERPOLATION at A = 380nm, 
solid: short yaw set spline 



































date: 11 November, 1991 
This file extends the cubic spline fit comparison of the 4W, 380nm example to 
cover the three surfaces at all wavelengths. No surprises are expected here; 
the fits are all expected to agree within a percent of the measured rho(90) 
reflectivities. Two complete cubic spline interpolations are performed for 
each diffuser surface - one employing the complete set of yaw data to predict 
rho(90), the other using only yaw values between 40 and 120 degrees inclusive. 
The abbreviated yaw range was used to be consistent with the earlier Matlab 
cubic spline interpolation reported for the irradiance response calibrations. 
IMPORT DIFFUSER REFLECTIVITY DATA AND ARRANGE IN COLUMNS •... 
4S SPLINE INTERPOLATION ••••••.. 
M := READPRN(S4DATA) 
M .- (MT) 0.43432 0.435 0.44786 0.45395 0.46951 .-
0.42985 0.43028 0.44262 0.44911 0.46411 
0.41962 0.41933 0.43155 0.43765 0.45284 
0.40919 0.4098 0.42212 0.42793 0.44319 
0.33036 0.33067 0.34098 0.34589 0.35693 
M= 0.27411 0.27454 0.28314 0.28723 0.29579 
0.22157 0.22204 0.22879 0.23214 0.2383 
0.16108 0.1614 0.16616 0.16861 0.17228 
0.1456 0.1456 0.1501 0.15202 0.15508 
0.13535 0.13529 0.1394 0.14116 0.14404 
BUILD A MODIFIED ARRAY, MISSING YAW 90 DATA 
i := 0 •• 8 k := 0 .• 5 
Mpr := 'f[' > 5,M ,M] 1. 1._ 
8-i,k i+1,k i,k 
0.13535 0.13529 0.1394 0.14116 0.14404 
0.1456 0.1456 0.1501 0.15202 0~15508 
0.16108 0.1614 0.16616' 0.16861 0.17228 
0.22157 0.22204 0.22879 0.23214 0.2383 
Mpr = 0.33036 0.33067 0.34098 0.34589 0.35693 
0.40919 0.4098 0.42212 0.42793 0.44319 
0.41962 0.41933 0.43155 0.43765 0.45284 
0.42985 0.43028 0.44262 0.44911 0.46411 




















These data are then fit to cubic splines against the following yaw vector 











The abbreviated, or short set, uses 
40 < yaw < 120, as was originally 
used in the cubic spline fits. 
is := 0 •• 5 
Yaw short : = Yaw 
is is 
only 







4S SPLINE INTERPOLATION ....... . 
Mpr short := Mpr 
- is,k is,k 
Now, compute the spline fits for each wavelength (k) and determine the 
percent deviation from the observed rho(90)'s at the 6 wavelengths. This 
process is repeated for both long yaw (ly) and short yaw (sy) data sets. 
:= cSPline[YaW_short,MPr_short<k>] 
cv_ly(k) := cSPline[yaW,MPr<k>] 
rho 90 fit sy 
- - - k 
:= interp[cv_SY(k),YaW_short,MPr_short<k>,90] 
rho 90 fit ly 
- - - k 
rho 90 act := M 
k 5,k 
• 
[rhO_90_act - rho_90_fit_sy ] pct_error_sy := . 100 
. rho 90 act 
Results: 
Full Yaw Spline 
pct error ly 





















note: positive errors 























4S SPLINE INTERPOLATION ....... . 
Plot the fit against the measured reflectivity data. 
k := 5 
x .- 40,42 .. 126 
Y .- rho 90 act 
k 
the plot will only consider A=380nm. 
short yaw set 
this is for the long yaw set fit 
DIFFUSER REFLECTIVITY vs CUBIC SPLINE 
INTERPOLATION at A = 380nm, 
solid: short yaw set spline 
dotted: extended yaw set spline 
0.5 
v 
ys(x),yl(x),Mpr ,y / 
( i,k) 
0.1 
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